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FRANKFORT, Ky. API — A progress
report by a private consultant firm shows
that Kentucky ranks 35th in the nation in
the number of veterinarians per 100,000
population.
The report by Booz, Allen and Hamilton
Inc., was presented Wednesay to a
legislative committee studying Ken-
tucky's need for additional veterinarians
and whether a veterinarian school should
be established at Murray State University.
The 1974 General Assembly directed that
the study be made and $50,000 was
provided from the governor's contingency
fund for it.
The consultants' preliminary report
compares veterinarian-livestock ratio in
Kentucky with that in similar states. The
report shows:
—Kentucky ranks ,66-ond-bi five stater—
most similar in terms of cattle and calf
production, but fifth of five states most
similar in production of milk cows.
—Kentucky ranks fifth of five states
most similar in production of hogs.
—Kentucky ranks third of five states
most similar in production of sheep and
lambs.
The report said there are more than 355
veterinarians practicing in Kentucky, with
Use total possibly as high as 400. The
majority are self-employed or work for
others in small private practices. Two
thirds of them are in mixed or small
animal practices.
The report said veterinarians are
distributed unevenly throughout the state.
The consultants said they would con-
tinue to collect and analyze data and in-
terview persons knowledgeable about
agriculture and veterinary medicine.
They will then make a final report to the
committee, forecasting the future
veterinarian needs of the state and
recommending whether a vet school is
needed in the commonwealth.
Their next meeting with the committee
is April 15.
In the meantime the committee will hold
'open hearings on the subject: —
The first hearing will be held March 26 at
the Central Kentucky Animal Disease and
Diagnostic Center in Lexington. The
second will be held at Hopkinsville April 9.
Invitations have been sent to the Ken-
tucky Veterinarian Association, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, various breeders
groups, members of Kentucky's screening
committee for veterinary students and
others.
'Spring Specials' Added To
MSU Life & Learning Series
Two timely "spring specials" have been
added to the Life and Learning courses
currently being offered by the Center for
Continuing Education at Murray State
University.
According to Dr. Donald E. Jones, the
dean, the courses, both scheduled to start
Monday night, April 7, are Home Gar-
dening and Basic Crappie Fishing.
"With increasing interest in home
gardening because of the nation's
depressed economy and our inflated food
prices, and because of the great interest in
the area in fishing, especially for crappie,
in our nearby twin lakes, we believe these
two offerings are most timely," Dr. Jones
said.
Teaching the Home Gardening course
will be Dr. Roger L. Macho, an associate
professor in the Department of
Agriculture at Murray State. The material
presented will deal with the production of
vegetables and some small fruit in the
home garden with emphasis on soil
management, weed control and other
cultural practices.
Classes will be held each Monday night
through May 26 in Room S-401 of the Ap-
plied Science Building. Eight, two-hour
Sunny And Warmer
Sunny and warmer today. High tem-
peratures in the upper 60s to around 70.
Fair and cool tonight. Lows in the mid and
upper 40s. Increasing cloudiness and
warmer Friday. Highs in the mid 70s.
Probabilities of measureable precipitation
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sessions are scheduled with the class time
from 6 to 8 p.m. Cost for the course is $16.
Dr Kenny Dean, as assistant professor
in the Department of Professional Studies,
will teach the crappie fishing course,
which will run through May I. It is
designed to provide basic Information and
skill development in the fundamentals of
crappie fishing in the Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes areas.
The crappie course will be taught
Monday evenings in five sessions of two
hours each, 6 to 8 p.m., in Room 228 of Roy
Stewart Stadium. Its cost is $10.
Additional information regarding
enrollment may be obtained by contacting
the Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State. _
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon March 20 1975
SERVICE APPRECIATED—O. B. Boone, Jr., left, Scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop
77 of Murray, was presented a plaque by Murray Optimist Club president Mac
fins, in recognition of Boone's many years of service to the youth of this com-
munity. Boone has been a scoutmaster in the community for over eight years
and recently was awarded the coveted5ilser Beaver.




(Staff Photo by Gene ',44 Cutcheon)
Consumer Workshop
Held Here Wednesday
By Steve W. Glyens
Murray Ledger & Times Writer
The Harry Lee Waterfield Student Union
Building on the Murray State University
campus undoubtedly had seen larger
crowds in its day, but the first annual
Consumer Workshop held Wednesday
certainly ranks with the most educational
events held in its massive ballroom.
The 12-hour event which began at 9 a.m.
was sponsored by the Consumer Advocacy
Committee of the MSU Student Govern-
ment Association and offered 18 different
topics for the curious.
"The workshop was the first of its kind in
Kentucky, but we would certainly like to
see it become an annual event,- said
Barbara Carlson, Consumer Education
Specialist from the Consumer Protection
Division of the Ky. Attorney General's
Office in Frankfort.
"Although the turnout was not in-
credably large, I think the people took
something home with them that they
couldn't purchase anywhere." she said
smilingly. "Maybe they'll remember some
of what they learned and become aware of
the everyday situations which make it
A. W. Simmons, Jr., left, Executive Vice-President of the Bank of Murray, and
William M. Boyd, right, President of the Peoples Bank, are shown presenting
$50.00 checks to the "Friends of the Library" organization. Accepting the he is
are Jack Benton, treasurer of the "Friends," and Dr. Durwood Beatty, president
The annual meeting for membership of the group will be March 31, 1975.
rough on the individual consumer."
Spaced 20 minutes apart, the sessions
ranged from how to save on electricity
bills and tips on buying bicycles, to how to
organize a neighborhood consumer panel
and nutrition and the grocery budget.
Several of the participants commented on
the "free and open style of the many
displays," which Lined the walls of the
ballroom around the principal speaking
area.
Actually, the success of the event was
halfway expected by some observers since
the Western Kentucky area was the chief
geographical complaint region in the
Commonwealth in 1974 according to a state
Consumer's Advisory Council report
released earlier this year.
The 37 page study indicated 938 com-
plaints were received in Frankfort from
this region, while Central Kentucky
reported 924 such cases, as compared to
the Louisville area's 527.
Altogether Carlson said 3,350 total
written complaints were handled by her
office in the nearly 11,000 pieces of
correspondence which it received. Of these
cases, 24 resulted in lawsuits being filed
and a total $133,288.69 in money
judgements awarded consumers or
businesses in 1974.
In addition some 50 investigations of
false, misleading, or deceptive practices
were initiated with 32 demands being
issued.
Cases which were prosecuted by At-
torney General Ed W. Hancock's offices
were brought under that portion of the
Consumer Protection Act which restricts
"false, misleading, or deceptive acts or
practices in the conduct of any trade or
commerce."
The individual at MSU responsible for
the organization of the unique day. Connie
Klipsch, looked tired after the hustle and
bustle, but she beamed when asked of her
reflections. "I really hope it'll be an an-
nual event since we did get several
requests about future workshops. I'll be
gone next year, but I feel people will be
concerned enough to sponsor another
"Connie did a fantastic job with this
thing," Carlson said of her day-long
companion, "but every hour we spent was
worth it because it showed people that
consumer protection was more than just
buying grocery items wisely."
Bright poster boards displayed
numerous messages everywhere one
looked during the day and enough free
information was available to fill every
available pocket. One school brought an
ISee Workshop, Page 141
WASHINGTON AP) — Despite moun-
ting pressure for quick action on a tax cut
bill, the Senate refused today to shut off
debate and bring the measure to a vote.
A motion to limit debate on the $29.2
billion tax cut bill recommended by the
Senate Finance Committee failed on a 59-
38 vote. The margqi, in the first test of the
Senate's new antifilibuster rule, was one
short of the 60 votes required.
Despite the vote, Senate leaders still
hoped to complete action on the tax cut this
week and send it to a Senate-House con-
ference which would work out final details
of the bill.
Reviewing the Senate's work over the
preceding two days, Sen. Russell B. Long,
D-La., floor manager of the bill, said
Wednesday: "We have yet to vote on the
first tax cut for anybody."
Instead, the net effect of the Senate
action thus far has been to increase some
corporate taxes by:
—Eliminating the oil depletion
allowance for major companies but
retaining it for independent producers
under certain conditions. This would raise
the taxes of the oil companies by some 1,1,2
billion a year,.
—Repealing the foreign tax credit for oil
companies, meaning a tax increase of at
least $1 billion.
—Repealing the foreign-income
deferral, thus raising taxes on U. S. cor-
porations by a minimum $600 million.
Long is fighting every effort to add
amendments that could transform the
legislation into something beyond a tax-cut
measure. Meanwhile, the White House, in
almost daily pronouncements, is calling
for quick passage of a bill that cuts taxes
and does nothing else.
Still another factor was added Wed-
nesday night when Sen. John Q. Pastore,
D-R. I., offered a $2.4-billion amendment
to raise Social Security benefits an
average 8.7 per cent, retroactoze to Jan. 1.
Under present law, benefits for the 31
million Social Security recipients are due
to go up by that amount on July I.
Congress has shown no inclination to
follow President Ford's urging that the
hike be held to 5.5 per cent in an effort to
reduce federal spending.
On a surprisingly quick voice vote, the
Senate adopted an amendment by Sen.
Vance Hartke, D-Ind., to repeal the foreign
tax credit for the major oil companies.
This would result in a $1-billion increase in




The government reported today that
consumer prices rose six-tenths of a per
cent in February, despite the smallest rise
. .in food prices in seven months.
The increase was the same as January
and came despite three months of steadily
falling prices at the wholesale level.
The latest Consumer Price Index figures
show that consumers are still being hit by
sharply higher costs for services, such as
medical fees, utility bills and rent.
Finished goods other than food also con-
tinue to increase sharply.
The Labor Department also said that
hourly earnings increased slightly last
month, although inflation and taxes
pushed the purchasing power of the
average American paycheck down by a
half oft per cent for the month.
Judy Langford Is Newest
Member Of Hubbard Staff
Judy Langford is the newest addition to
Congressman Carroll Hubbard's
Washington staff, and when she starts
work April 1, will be the first black ever to
serve on a First District Congressman's
staff.
Miss Langford, a graduate of Mayfield
High School and Murray State University,
will serve as an executive secretary on
Judy Langford
Hubbard's staff. Today is her last day in
her present position, with school relations
at Murray State University.
A secretarial science and history major
in college, Miss Langford said "I am ex-
cited about a great opportunity," saying
that she looks forward to working in
Washington among the people and things
that she has studied about in her history
background.
As the first black on a first district
congressman's staff, Judy says she feels it
is a great honor to her and an ac-
complishment for her race.
"I don't mind all the publicity about
being the first black," she said this
morning, but added that she just wanted to
settle down and "do a good job," after the
initial publicity subsides.
Judy will room with her sister for the
time being when she moves to Washington
next month. SP* said this morning that she
doesn't know what her duties will be yet,
but said "I am very excited about it."
Two Hospitalized
Following Wreck
Two persons remain hospitalized with
serious injuries at Lourdes Hospital after
being injured in a car-motorcycle accident
last night.
John D. Brookshire, Trenton, and Mark
K. Cope, of Bardwell are in intensive care
at Lourdes after the motorcycle they were
riding collided with a car on the 121 Bypass
Wednesday.
Brookshire is listed in serious condition
in intensive care with multiple fractures.
Cope is listed in critical condition with
lacerations and possible internal injuries.
according to hospital authorities.
Murray City Police identified the driver
of the car as larrv D. Key. of Mayfield.
Police said the motorcycle, driven by
Brookshire, was going east on 121 and the
Key car was going south on 16th Street
when the accident occurred.
The victims were transferred to Lourdes
by the Professional Ambulance Service of
Murray.
University School PTA Responds To Closing Advisory
A delegation from the Murray State
University School Parent-Teacher
Association met with MSU President Dr.
Constantine W. Curris yesterday afternoon
to present their views on the recom-
mended closing of the laboratory school.
. The PTA delegation issued the following
statement concerning the matter:
"Since receiving word of Dr. Donald
Hunter's recommendation to close Murray
State's University School, we have
carefully studied all facts and budget
statistics available to7s. Although we are
very anxious to retain the school for the
benefit of our children, we are also con-
cerned for the continuing growth of the
elementary program at Murray State
University and the recognition of this
program ata superior one throughout the
country._ _ • _
"According to a study done last spring at
the request of Dr. Curris, approximately
16 to 17 percent of the student body is in the
education field. These students used the
facility in the school year 1973-74 for ap-
proximately 3,000 hours of observation and
over 3,200 hours of participation. The
departments of Art, Physical Education,
Nursing, Elementary and Secondary
Education gam vital teaching preparation
from these activities. In addition, many do
their student teaching at the University
School, and others are tutors there. We
believe that this modern, well-equipped
building with it's excellent staff are a
valuable part of the elementary program
at M. S. U.
"In the Tuesday, March 18, issue of the
Murray Ledger sod Times, Dr. Hunter's
ieriendatMn was quoted in a 'Four-
Point Rationale.' Point one stated that the
_ _limited enrollment woulithe.11.(lic19r.
that 'enrollment will be a factor' and that
'enrollment will be significantly reduced
next year.' Letters of intent have been
obtained this week from parents whose
children presently attend the school and
will be returning next year. There are
presently 143 students enrolled, and we
have letters of intent showing a projected
enrollment of 156 for next year. There is
even a great possibility of having enough
first graders to require two first grade
classes.
"School personnel were oat allowed to
announce open registration to the public
prior to Dr. Hunter's recommendation;
therefore, we have been unable to
determine what increase would be derived
from those transferring students from
other kindergartens and elsewhere.
"Paint two indicated that Dr. Janice
Hooks may no longer be the director of the
.__IlniVeraitY SChStakWe would eQriAid-er _
leaving a loss to the program; howev‘r,
we feel that another competent director
could be easily found if we were given a
projection of several years of operation.
"Points three and four dealt with
varieties of 'prestudent teaching
laboratory experiences' and 'an increased
emphasis within the college on the study of
early childhood education.' We feel that
the potential of this school in these areas
are Limitless. If given time, a 'model'
school of nation-wide scale could be im-
plemented establishing trends in
education and conducting seminars.
-The present programs in art, music,
physical education (especially gym-
nastics) and the introduction of a language
program, consisting of German, French
and Spanish are only the beginnings for
this already-growing program.
"Many universities who have cliscon-
...tinued their. lah.schooLs.alalc that 1hr fla
Of transporting university students to city
and county schools and the contracting for
observations and such activities are about
the same as costs for a school.
"According to the study done last spring,
several recommendations were made to
aid the school financially; one recom-
mendation being the charge of a small lab
fee to those university students observing
or participating at the school. This fee
would be comparable to those charged for
Biology or chemistry lab students. An
endowment or government grant has also
been suggested.
"Dr. Hunter informed a representative
of P. T. A. that he has recommended that
the classroom portion of the facility to be
used for special education classes and an
enlarged kindergarten. He said no
recornmendption had been made for the
remainder of the Wilding 7-cafettria ,
gymnasium, auditorium, etc. We believe
this to be a waste of a facility designed
especially for an elementary lab school
"Dr. Curris stated at a meeting of in-
terested parents in March of 1974 that he
wanted the decision to close or retain
university school made 'once and for all '
It was felt that last year's decision was
made for several years; and, we feel that
we have not been allowed to show
enrollment increases and fully develop
added programs in one short year
"fn view of Dr. Curris' plan to make
Murray States regional university, we see
the recommendation to close this school as
invalid, since our region will continue to.
need well-trained educators for years to
come. We, therefore, ask for careful
considerationby Dr__Curris and the Board
of Regents in regara to regional service,
university-to-city relations, and the long-
range benefit of this ;Acid to all phases of
Murray State University."
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Mayfield, Ky.
 'ow
Miss Cindy Colson, Bride-elect,
Honored With Breakfast At Inn
The Red Room of the Holiday
Inn was the setting for a lovely
planned breakfast held in honor
of Miss Cincly. Colson, bride-
elect of Steve Payne.
Hostesses for the special
BIRTHS
RUNYON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Runyon
of Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby girl, Amy
Leann, weighing seven pounds
31/2 ounces, born on Wednesday,
March 12, at nine p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
General Tire and Rubber
Company. Mayfield.
Grandparents are C. C.
Runyon and Mrs. Margie Myers
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Eury Colson of Murray Route
Three. Great grandparents are
!.fr and Mrs. W. M. Runyon and
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Fulcher, all
of Murray Route Three.
GET UP NIGHTS?  
BACKACHE,
Leg peso.. sen•rting may ware al
WA< ti•Wal hidmry ailmoolowa-"Daal-
e Alsead." FLUSH Md.'', IRG-
GrULATE p  wait gelato BU-
KETS 3 tabs • day  moot. Feel
GOOD again or your alk back in
12 hours at •ny drop ...bier!
NOW at HOLLAND DEILAGCO.
occasion were Mrs. Tip Miller,
Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor, Mrs
Bill Fandrich, Mrs. Allen
Russell, Mrs. Macon
Blankenship, and Mrs. Mar-
shall Garland.
The spring theme was carried
out with gaily decorated tables
covered in green and white
checked gingham cloths cen-
tered with wicker baskets of
blooming strawberry plants and
apple candles. The guests were
served a delicious breakfast
including crepe suzettes with
sour cream and topped with
fresh strawberries.
Miss Colson was presented a
colorful daisy corsage to
compliment her yellow linen
pant suit.
The hostesses gift to the
honoree was a yellow ceramic
lamp with a yellow and white
checked gingham shade.
Snuff it Out!
The rise in male cancer
deaths is due largely to the in-
creasing rate of lung cancer-
14 times greater than 40 years
ago. Do yourself a favor—drop
the cigarette habit, says the
American Cancer Society.
Open Wide
Ask your dentist for a com-
plete mouth checkup. It's one
of the ways to detect oral can-
cer early when it is curable,




Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
Shag Specialists and Commercial Grade in Home
or Business
Kirby Carpet
500 Maple 75 3-0 359
1.3.43$rr 1 I rate-3
I Not,.
Members of the Middle School 4-H Club including, left to
right, Janet Smith, Mary Morris, Cindy Hurt, Beth Taylor, and
Julie Sams, are in rehearsal for the Calloway 4-H Variety
Show on Friday, March 21, at 730 p. m. at the University
School auditorium. A club act can include any number of
members of a 4-H Club and a specialty act from one to four
persons Several members of the Middle School 4-H Club
will also give a specialty act at the variety show. The public is
invited to attend and there is no admission.
Your Individual Horoscope
France: Drake - .15441




Stag Night will be held at the
Murray Country Club with John
McCage and Don Robinson in
charge.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Howard Newell at
seven p.m.
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Bobby Malone
at 7:30 p.m.
Carter PTA will meet at the
school at seven p. m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
6:30 p.m.
Women of the Moose will
meet at seven p.m. for the
executive session and at eight
p.m. for the business session at
the Lodge Hall.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Freda
Steely, Lancelot Drive, at seven
p m.
Thursday, March 211
Concert featuring the Murray
State Brass Choir, conducted by
Prof. David Elliott and Carl
Mowery, will be at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at
8:15 p.m.
Murray Chapter of PWP will
have a rabbit fry at the home of
Asher Farris with the group to
meet at Community Center at




Realtors will meet at Triangle
Inn at 11:30 a. m. and at
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, at seven p.
m.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Erman Outland, 509 South
13th Street, at 1:30 p. m
Bingo will be played at the
Murray Country Club at eight p.
m. with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shell
as chairmen.
Saturday, March 22
Women of Oaks Country Club
will have an important called
business meeting at the club
house at ten a m.
Chill supper will be served at
the Independence United
Methodist Church from five to
seven p. m.
Alpha Department of Murray
Worrier's Club will have its
luncheon meeting at the club
house at noon.
Sunday, March 23
Annual Fashion Show, "Song
of Spring," will be at the Henry-
Calloway County Country Club
at 2:30 p. m. at the club house
Admission is one dollar and the
public is invited.
Csalloway County Singing
Convention will be held at
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church at two p. m
Look in the section in which this challenging period.
your birthday comes and find Creative writing, literary -
what your outlook is, according pursuits and educational
to the stars, matters should hold special
--interest.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 (June 22 to July 23)
Be sure of your road now. If a proposed plan well-
Perhaps you should look over advised, try it, even though it is
your program once more.. A "unusual." It could just prove
slight revision might be just to be one of your more in-
"what the doctor ordered." teresting challenges.
TAURUS 1:3 07 LEO
(Apr. 21 to May 21) (July 24 to Aug. 23i in
Good influences! Plan your You may have to revise some
schedule early, isolate plans, change tactics. Don't go
priorities quickly and tackle too far out on a limb, however.
with new vigor. Spearhead your Stability needed.
drive with confidence in suc- viltGo
cess. (Aug. 24 Sept. 23>
Don't permit trifles to be
(May 22 to June 21) blown out of proportion,
Your active mind will relish distorting your innate per--
ceptiveness and good judgment.
Aim to ease tensions in close-
circles.
LIBRA Ars
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may feel somewhat
stymied in your plans, but skies




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72( ntorlir_
Quiet steps may be the most
important ones now, but they
must be steady, knowing ones,




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A day in which to tie up loose
ends and make any required
improwstients. Don't com-
plicate situations by acting
hastily or being abrupt with
others.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
There are tendencies now
toward excitement, undue
reaction to disappointment,
altering plans needlessly. Be
alert to your own moods and
curb the harmful ones.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A good day! Get out your bag
of tricks and launch your pet
projects—especially those
having to do with creative in-
terests and family affairs.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Much activity indicated, and
excellent stellar influences
favor any number of good en-
deavors—including new un-











Solid Belted Jacket. 4 to 16
STYLE 8927 --az














Girls Sizes: 0 thru Pro-Teen
Boys Sizes: 0 thru 18
WRIER GOOSE FASHION 
Bel-A Center
STORE HOURS: IQ $:0p .in. --
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7:20, 9:10 + 2: 30 Sat., Sun












W1NHIE Ito POOH and TiOGER TOO ',••••
TACNWICOLOW•
Island- 7: 25, 9:35
Pooh- 7:10, 9:15
Matinees at 2:30
Sat. 3-22 thru Wed. 3-26
6:30, 9:30 2:30 Sun.





'No Passes 'No Advance Ticket Sales
First Come - First In
.......
Open 6:45-Start 7:15







YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with one of the most
vital personalities of all
zodiacal natives. You have an
incurable love of activity and a
deep interest in all phases of
life. Enthusiastic about fast.
moving enterprises, you often
start them yourself. You are a
natural leader but are overly
aggressive at times, also im-
pulsive and so ambitious that
you occasionally reach beyond
your limitations. You are ex-
tremely versatile and could
excel in many fields---but
especially those wherein your
gift of showmanship is a
mluable asset. You would make
an outstanding entertainer, a
top-ranking journalist, a
politician or statesman. If
musically inclined, as you may
well be, you could not only
perform, but could compose
brilliantly. Curb tendencies to
''talk out of turn" at lanes.
Birthdate of: Johann S. Bach,
Ger. composer
•








The word gets around fast ... it's Red Goose for the
shiningest leathers, the brightest fashions! So fitting
too ... we see to that! Snug-hug heels. Built-in com-









as seep on TV.,





























DEAR ABBY: A few years ago, you had • letter in your
column in the form of advice for a girl who was in love with •
married man. It started with: "Never expect to see him on
Sundays or holidays."
I remembered it because I had once been in love with a
married man and you really hit the nail on the head.
Had I known that my own daughter would be in need of
such advice, I would have saved it.
I hope you can locate it, because your column is the first
thing my beautiful (but dumb) 27-year-old daughter goes
for in the Chicago Tribune.
Thank you. .• HER MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: I located it. And here it is:
"Dear Abby: May I give your readers the benefit of my
very valuable experience? I address this to any woman who
is in love with a married man:
Never expect to see him on Sundays or holidays. Never
call him at home.
Don't every expect him to take you out in public, but be
prepared to entertain him at your place. He may bring •
bottle or the steaks occasionally, but in actual dollars and
cents, you will spend more on him than he'll spend on you
Never depend on him in times of personal crisib.
Don't believe him when he tells you that his wife is •
shrew, cold, homely, too fat for too thin), and she hasn't
slept with him in ten years.
Don't ever expect his wife to divorce him if she ever
catches him. She knows that you are not his first and won't
be his last. Also, she is not about to give up her social
status, financial security and retirement income because of
you. However her discovery will probably terminate his
affair with you, so be prepared to get some new clothes,
circulate, and find another man whose wife is a shrew, cold,
homely, too fat or too thin), and hasn't slept with him for
ten years. Sign me... HIS WIFE"
DEAR ABBY: I read in your column that a man had
accidentally discovered in his friend's library some books
which this friend had borrowed from him about 15 years





Nurses Meet At Perkins'
District 17, Unit One, of the
Licensed Practical Nurses held
its monthly meeting on Monday,
March 3, at Perkins Pancake
House.
This was a membership drive
meeting and four new members
installed were Jackie Goodwin,
Martha Latham, Charlotte
Lamb, and Linda McCuiston.
The association decided to
send five members to the Or-
thopedic workshop in Bowling
Green March 26. Members will
also attend the state convention
at Louisville in May.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, April 1, at seven p.m.
in the conference room of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital with Neal Tanner,
head of the physical therapy
unit of the hospital, as the
speaker.
All LPN's are invited to at-
tend.
Dig this, Daddies!
Have a health checkup once
a year for your own sake and'
for the sake of your family,




Add a touch of fantasy to that special night with a
long formal from Bright's. Soft pastels and romantic
prints are available ins style that's sure to please.
Select from Juan:yr end missy sizes; 31.00 to 72.00
Advice for girls in love
with married men
By Abigail Van Buren
0 IPs,, Champ; Tdbeamb-Al 1' Maw &mg , ger
"Hay dos climes de estupidos, loe que prestan libros y les
que los devuelven," which means, "There are two kinds al
fools. Those who lend books, and those who return them."
BOULDER. COW.
- - - --- -
DEAR BOULDER: You should have left that saying bk.
Argentina. I dent agree that only a fool returns boobs b •
has borrowed. In English he would be called a "thief." And
in Spanish, an "aprovechador."
DEAR ABBY: The letters concerning wedding expenses
point to the need for questioning our traditional practice of
the bride's parents paying for the wedding. This is a
carry-over from the days when daughters were considered
financial liabilities, and parents were eager to get them
married off.
Times have changed! Today many young people of
marriageable age are working, and some earn more than
their parents.
Why can't the bride and groom pay for their ovm
wedding? When my husband and I were married, 35 years
ago, we pooled our money and paid for our wedding and
reception, since my parents couldn't afford it. I've known
parents who have gone into debt to give their children big,
fancy weddings. And at the stage in their lives when they
the parents) should be setting aside money for their own
retirement. PAID OUR WAY
DEAR PAID Hark! We're making progress. Many of
the younger generation prefer a more modest and
meaningful wedding to those fancy, formal extravaganzas
that would have Papa robbing Peter in June to pay Paul in
July. And I say hooray for the kids!
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Dills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,
self-addressed, stamped 120e) envelope.
Mrs. Jo Crass Speaker For Sorority Meet
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its regular
meeting on March 6, at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Special guest speaker was
Mrs. Jo Crass, a member of the
City Council, who gave a very
interesting and informative talk
on the duties and respon-
sibilities of a Council member.
Mrs. Crass, Chairman of the
Park & Recreation corrunittee,
gave the group an up-to-date
report on the progress of the
new Murray-Calloway County
Park
During the business meeting
it was announced that each girl
would bakes cake and those
who could would serve at the
International Dinner held by the
Foreign Students at M. S. U.
During the social hour,
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Joe Sutter and Mrs. Mac
Hulse, hostesses.
Those present were Mrs.
Tommy Brown, Mrs. Charles
Chilcutt, Mrs. John Emerson,
Mrs. Greg Holt, Mrs. Mike
Holton, Mrs. Mac Hulse, Mrs.
Ronnie Hutson, Mrs. Donnie
Lyons, Mrs. Bobby Martin,
Mrs. Mike Morgan, Mrs. Frank
District Contests For
Robinson, Mrs_ Joe Stiller, Mrs
Bruce Thomas, Mrs. Richard Woman's Club Saturdey
White, Mrs. W. H. Williams,
Mrs. Bobby Wilson, and Mrs.
Danny Workman.
PRESENTED GAVEL
On Friday, March 14 at 7:30
p.m. Hazel Lodge 831 presented
a gavel to Brother William E.
Moffett. The ceremony was in
honor of his becoming Potentate
of Rizpah Temple in
Madisonville. Brother Moffett is
a member of Hazel Lodge 831.
Due to the inclement weather
last weekend, the District
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs student art,
music and sewing contests and
the Women's Clubs sewing
contest were postponed.
The events will be held
Saturday in Mayfield High
School. Registration will begin
at 9 a.m. This will only be a
half-day meeting so no lunch-
eon will be served.
All KFWC members in the











you buy 2 pair of
Hanes Sandalfoot
Pantyhose. Hurry!
Supply is limited I
OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 P. M.
\ Versatility In
Pant Suits!
Beautifully suitable and oh so practical
are-these two and three-piece pant suits
of polyesters and blends from Bright's.
r. Select from exciting junior and missy
'sizes at only 32.00', 14.00 r
••
Sportswear Unlimited:
Your Ticket To '75
The Master plan of the season... sportswear separates and coordinates
that make the best look in years. You'll love the way you look in our young
contemporary sportswear from the first moment on. Choose from skirts, shirt sets,
shirt jackets, knit tops, sweater sets, blouses, blazers and shorts.
Available in a wide assortment of junior and missy sizes ;11.00 to 44.00
A Classic In It's Own
Time. . .Wedgewood
OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 P. M.
p
Baby, you've got class.. . in these
leather sandals that put you in good
standing no matter where you go!
A real "go with anything" look
for whatever fashion scene
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Scandals Have Put Some
Accountants On Hot Seat
NEW YORK (AP) — In less com-
plicated, and probably less devious, times
than these, the auditor's occupation was
often attended by a large measure of
routine and boredom. No more.
Scandals at Equity Funding and
National Student Marketing, among other
companies, have put public accountants on
a hot seat. No longer can they lean back
and accept routine; now they must sit on
the edge of the seat and expect the worst.
Legal suits concerning the responsibility
of auditors to uncover fraud, and pressure
from the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, government watchdog of
securities practices, have added to the
pressure.
At the same time, fraud is probably
more covert or sophisticated today.
Business practices seem to have become
More complex, and an auditor today must
understand the possibilities for intrigue
presented by the electronic computer.
At Equity Funding, for instance, the
computers were programmed to provide
the information company officers desired
the auditors to see, but this by no means
was the information the auditors should
have but didn't see.
In effect, the activities of Equity were
distorted by the creation and inflation of
assets, the failure to record liabilities for
borrowed cash, and the creation of bogus
insurance. It all looked good. It wasn't
real.
At National Student Marketing,
misrepresentation was accomplished
ough at least two techniques:
, mature recording of revenues which
s bsequently weren't realized, and
stimulation of stock value by emphasizing
favorable news.
In an SEC suit against U.S. Financial, it
was alleged that the top officer manufac-
tured transactions in an effort to stimulate
or maintain the price of the company's
stock, on which his personal fortune may
have depended.
Enough cases have now developed for
the public accounting firms to be con-
siderably concerned, and one of them,
Touche Ross, has just issued a 70-page
booklet alerting its auditors to some
typical red flags.
Be especially alert, it tells them, if you
discover the corporate management direc-
tly buying assets from or selling them to
the corporation. 13e suspicious if a cor-
porate officer personally acquires proper-
ty of interest to the company.
In each situation the officer might be
using his corporate position for personal
gain. While fraud or deceit might not be in-
volved, it is the auditor's job to probe
deeper.
Another temptation arises over stock op-
tions. Could it be that the company's
management might manipulate earnings
and, in turn, stock prices, in order to make
their stock options more valuable?
Some other flags relate to the structure
of a business. While they don't necessarily
indicate fraud, they do suggest potential
trouble that the auditor cannot fail to in-
vestigate.
Such as:
—The key financial positions, controller
for example, do not seem to stay filled for
very long. •
—The company is highly diversified,
having numerous dIffPrent businesses,
each with its owe accounting system.
—The management is dominated by one
or a few individuals.
Economic factors also should arouse the
auditor's suspicions. Among them: '
—The urgent desire for a continued
favorable earnings record in the hope of
supporting the price of the company's
stock
—Dependence upon a single or relatively
few products, customers or transactions
for the ongoing success of the venture.
—Extremely rapid expansion of
business or product lines.
—Significant inventories, the physical
qualities of which require evaluation not
within the expertise of the auditor.
In effect, auditors are being asked to




Petaluma, Calif. are looking for a man
who bit another man in the neck when he
became impatient in a restaurant Line.
While in Johannesburg, South Africa,
there is this court transcript of an assault
case. The defendant stated, "I'm a
business man and a gentleman. I found his
nose in my mouth, so I bit it."
Garrott's Galley
It's Official! The Eggner's
Ferry Bridge Opened In 1932
By M. C. Garrott
The Eggner's Ferry Bridge was com-
pleted in 1932.
I would have sworn it was later than
that, but Bill Adams, a bridge consultant
with the Kentucky Highway Department's
District Engineer's Office at Reiciland, has
come up with an old maintenance record
card, which shows the bridge was ac-
cepted by the state on May 5, 1932.
As far as Bill knows, this is the only
known record of the bridge's completion.
It was raised in 1944 as Kentucky Lake's
waters were impounded, and it remained a
toll bridge from 1932 until 1945 when it was
freed.
A lot of people called to say they
remembered it being opened or recalled
some association with its construction, but
only Adams could put his finger on the
exact completion date.
+++++
T. C. Collie, whose hat is in the ring for
the Calloway circuit court clerk's job,
called to help establish the date. T. C. said
that he was a student at Murray State
when the bridge opened, and he-thought it
was "1932 or 1933," he couldn't remember
exactly.
"I remember the day it opened," he
said. "One of the boys at school, a boy by
the name of Snow from Paris, Tenn., had a
car, and a bunch of us chipped in our
nickels and dimes and bought him enough
gasoline to drive the lot of us over the
bridge and back again. That was on the
first day it was opened to traffic."
He recalled it was -early summer,"
which ties in with the May 5, 1932, date
given us by the Highway Department
maintenance people
+++++
John Raymond Rayburn, 518 South 11th,
called to say he was the second Calloway
Countian to work as a toll collector on the
bridge. The first, he said, was Ben Hood, a
brother of the late Calloway County Judge
Hall Hood.
"They had a man from Calloway, one
from Marshall and one from Trigg County
to work the three 8-hour shifts at the toll
station," he said. "Other than Mr. Hood,
the first ones were Solen Gibson from
Marshall County and Cecil Ryan from
Trigg County."
Ryan generally worked days. At the end
of each day, he would take the receipts of
the past 24 hours to the toll collector at the
Canton bridge, who, in turn, would take
them to a bank in Cadiz.
Ruby Laffoon of Madisonville was
governor at the time, and A, B. (Happy )
Chandler was lieutenant governor.
Clarence Broadbent was the state highway
commissioner.
Mr. Rayburn went to work on the bridge
in September, 1932, after Hood resigned.
He had been robbed several times, and
thought it best to get out of the change
snatching business, Rayburn then
collected the tolls until 1935 when Chandler
became governor and "let all of us go."
-The man who took Ryan's place later
was shot and killed in a holdup," he said.
"As you know, there were a lot of
bootleggers over there between those
rivers, and it was as easy to make enemies
Today In History
It, Th. Assucsoud Phtst
Today is Thursday, March 20, the 79th
day of 1975. There are 286 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1852, Harriet Beecher Stowe's in-
fluential novel about slavery, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," was published.
On this date—
In 1602, the Dutch East India Company
was formed.
In 1727, the English mathematician who
discovered the law of gravity, Sir Isaac
Newton, died.
In 1828, the Norwegian dramatist and
poet, Henrik Ibsen, was born.
In 1942, General Douglas MacArthur
made his famous pledge: "I shall return."
He had fled from the Philippines to
Australia as the islands were invaded by
Japan.
In 1963, a jetliner owned by King Saud of
Saudi Arabia crashed in Italy, killing 18
persons. The king was net aboard.
In 1967, former U.S. Vice President
Richard Nixon was making a private visit
to Moscow.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon John-
son called up nearly 4,000 troops to protect
demonstrators in a civil rights march
planned from Selma, Ala., to Montgomery.
Five years ago: A military government
which had grabbed power: while Prince
Norodom Sihanouk was out of the country
warned it would use force if he tried to
return.
One year ago: A gunman in London fired
several shots into a car carrying Princess
Anne and her husband, Captain Mark
Phillips, but they were unhurt, and the
assailant was captured.
Today's birthdays: Retired broad-
casting executive Frank Stanton is 67. Ac-
tor Michael Redgrave also is 67.
Thought for today: The tnost manifest
sign of wisdom is continued cheerfulness
— Montaigne, French essayist, 1533-1592
Bible Thought
All his transgressions that he bath
committed, they shall not be mentioned
unto him; in his righteousness that he bath
done shall he live. Ezekiel 18:22.
To be forgiven is to have God see your
best possibilities, not your worst actions.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
In at least one respect, women and men
are exactly alike. Men keep trying to cut
out cigarets, but do not succeed. Neither
do women.
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of them as it was to be friends with them. I
made it a point to be friendly with
everybody and got along fine."
Mr. Rayburn's friendliness may have
saved his life early one morning when the
famous outlaw and gangster John
Dillinger was thought to have crossed the
bridge.
"One day a FBI man came to me and
said that a car, a 1932 V-8 Ford, would be
crossing the bridge about 1 a.m, the next
morning. He said John Dillinger was
expected to be in it," he said. "He told me
to stop the car."
"I just sorta said, 'Yeah, yeah,' about
half believing him, but, sure enough, along
about 1 am. this Ford car came driving
up. It had Georgia licenses on the front,
and when the driver asked me how much
the toll was, I told him. Then he asked,
'How do you get to Paducah?' I told him,
'Go up to the top of the hill and turn right.'
He thanked me, paid the toll and drove off.
I noticed, too, the car had an Illinois tag on
the rear.
"The next day," he went on, "the FBI
fellow came to see me again, and I told —no value to sportsmen or marks-
him about the car going through. 'Why
didn't you stop it like I told you to?' he Men.
asked. I just told him that I didn't want to The 1968 law prohibited the im-
be infringing on his job." port of such guns, but not the Em-
The tolls at the bridge when he was a port of "parts." As a result, they
collector, Mr. Rayburn recalls, were:
Passenger ears with up to five passengers,
80 cents; P/4 to 1/2-ton trucks, $1.25, to
walk across, 10 cents; motorcycles and
bicycles, 30 cents: buses and 2-ton trucks,
$2.00.
+++++
Virgil Gibbs, Penny Road, and his
father, Jess, hauled freight out of
Louisville and across the rivers before the
bridge was completed. When it was under
construction, they hauled concrete to be
poured into the piers for the bridge, but he
thought this was in 1933. He did recall he
drove a 1931 model GMC truck.
"Later, we hauled WPA hands over the
bridge to build the Silver Trail between the
lakes," he said.
Mrs. Gertie Wells, the mother-in-law of
my secretary, Faye Wells, and who has
lived on Highway 94 East for 57 years,
thought the bridge had been built "bet-
ween Bertha and Dorthea," two of her
daughters. She couldn't pinpoint the year,
either.
Bertha is now Mrs. H. L. Tidwell, while
Dorthea is Mrs. SW Crouse, There's a
three-year spread between their bir-
thdays.
The Target Is Clear
I
Let's Stay Well
Lung Cancer Increasing In Women
The procedures for screening
airline passengers and their lug-
gage for weapons has surely con-
tributed to the decline in at-
tempted hijackings in recent
years, but it has also contributed
to our knowledge of the extent
that Americans carry concealed
weapons. The Federal Aviation
Administration reports that last
year alone airport security offi-
cers turned up 2,450 guns in the
possession of people about to
board an airplane.
The handgun remains the prime
target of members of Congress
supporting stronger gun control
legislation, and the issue is ex-
pected to surface again this year.
There is evidence that the Gun
Control Act of 1968 did not accom-
plish as much as was expected in
reducing traffic in "Saturday
night specials" — cheap hand-
guns which figure often in crimes
and accidental shootings but have
Generation Gap
Shirley Temple movies have
been ruled unsuitable for televi-
sion in Britain because broadcast-
ing authorities believe they "have
no relevance to modern chil-
dren." These films from the 1930s
do look a little dated today, espe-
cially since Little Miss Marker
has grown up to be the U.S. am-
bassador to Ghana, but we doubt
if British kids would care about
that.
Shirley Temple movies were the
fairy tales of their era, and since
when does fantasy have to be
relevant? There is no reason why
Shirley should not go on tap-
dancing her way through the De-
pression as long as Little Red Rid-
ing Hood keeps meeting that wolf
in the forest.
are simply entering the country
disassembled, then are put to-
gether and sold.
The question of constitutional
rights will flare again in the gun
control debate, and legislation
which would abridge the right of
citizens to buy and own guns is no
more palatable today than ever.
However, Congress might well try
to put some stronger teeth into
laws which seek to control traffic
in inexpensive handguns that con-
tribute to crime, mischief and
tragedy but have no justification
for being on the market.
LliKING BACK
10 Years Ao
Gingles Wallis, Robert Perry, Grayson
McClure, Z. C. Enix, and H. Glenn Doran
are new directors of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce.
Deaths reported are Ross Marvel,- Mrs.
Lee Hicks, Mrs. Gracie Moore, and Robert
Holt.
Kristie Kemper, Linda Dibble, and
Margaret Rose Bryan were initiated into
Delta Lambda Alpha freshman honorary
society for girls at Murray State College.
Paul Sturm spoke on "Kentucky
Wildlife" at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Dr. and Mrs. Gabe A. Payne, Jr., an-
nounce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Katherine, to
James Keith Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Keith Morris, all of Hopkinsville.
20 Years Ago
Marines, Pfc. Charles B. McCuiston and
Pfc. Carlos Black, Jr., are now stationed
at Camp Desert Rock, Nevada.
Deaths reported are Joe Max Adams,
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Adams,
and Mrs. Emma Nance, age 83.
0. V. Tidwell and B. W. Edmonds at-
tended the Valley Wide Association
meeting at Chattanooga, Tenn.
Murray State College will be host for the
Southeastern Aberdeen-Angus Breeders'
Association Spring Sale on April 7.
13W Ladd, columnist for the Courier-
Journal, will be speaker at a meeting at
the Murray Woman's Club House on
March 24, sponsored by the Zeta Depart-
ment of the club.
While cancer of the lung is in-
creasing in both men and
women, this killer disease is in-
creasing more rapidly among
women.
The American Cancer Society
estimates that about 65,500 men
in the United States will die of
hing cancer during 1975. This
year about 17,600 women will die
of this disease, an incr•ease of ap-
proximately 2,100 more than in
1974
During the last 10 years, the
female lung cancer rate has
doubled, and the current rate of
increase is greater than ever
before. Uterine cancer was the
third most common cause of
death in women, and now
cancer of the lung is number
three.
Years ago it was generally
believed that women had a
greater resistance or scene kind
of natural immunity to lung
cancer. This belief is no longer
held.
Both lung cancer and heart
disease, long considered pri-
marily diseases of men, have in-
creased among women along
with the increase in their
cigarette smoking The Ameri-
can Cancer Society attributes
the rise of lung cancer in women
to their smoking in greater num-
bers during the last three
decades.
The American Cancer Society
By F..J.L Blasingame. M.D.
urges that cigarette smoking
should be abandoned and
believes that if such were done,
the incidence of lung cancer
would soon begin to drop in both
men and women. Therefore,
with this belief in mind, the ACS
calls lung cancer the most pre-
ventable cancer.
In view of the high fatality of
victims of lung cancer, preven-
tion is better than any other
treatment.
Q. Mr. FIB. wants to start a
program of exercise and asks for
advice.
A. If you have not been exer-
cising regularly, have an ex-
amination by a physician before
BLASINGAME
engaging in heavy exercise.
When you see him, ask whether
you may have unlimited exer-
cise. If so, you can pick, your
choice of how to exercise. If he
advises you to take only a
limited amount or certain kinds,
follow his advice. One thing to
keep in mind is that exercise
should be such that it makes you
feel better and should be fun.
Q. Mrs. LN. asks that I corm
ment on the safety of air travel
A. Air travel is a very safe
form of transportation. The
record of safety improved
almost constantly for about a
dceen years until 1974 Even last
year, a passenger could fly on
the average almost 400 million
miles without a fatal accident.
Understanding Mental Health
The kind, loving face of a
wife may suddenly appear
harsh and cruel. The schizo-
phrenic person knows that in
actuality his wife's fact has
not changed; but for him, it
has.
The world of the sch i70-
phrenic may be filled with
illusions, hallucinations, and
disordered thinking. "Half the
time I am talking about one
thing and thinking about half
a dozen other things at the
same time," one patient said.
Living in a world that is
distorted, changeable, and
lacking the reliable,,landinarks
we all 'use to anchor our-
solves to reality, the schizo-
phrenic feels confused and un-
bearably frightened.
Schizophrenia is a complex
Schizophreftia
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administrator
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
mental disorder which affects
all aspects of an individual's
personality—the way he
thinks, acts, and feels.
Different persons suffering
from schizophrenia behave in
very different ways, and one
schizophrenic individual may
exhibit quite different be-
havior at different times. Just
as people normally are dif-
ferent from each other, those
afflicted by schizophrenia may




throughout the population be-
cause it is one of our sizable
—ant. least understood -
health* problems.
- It is-estiinated. that 2 per
cent of the population will
have an episode of schizo
phrenia some time during
their lives. In certain social
settings—the urban slum, for
example—the prediction rises
to 6 percent, or more than I
in 20 persons.
What causes schizophrenia?
There is no known single
cause. Scientists agree that the
disorder is most likely caused
by combinations of biological,
genetic, and cultural or en-
vironmental factors.
C an schizophrenia be
cured? No single cure is
known. No simple operation.
no single drug, no instant
rna gig has- been found. Indeed,
it is probably unrealistic to
expect cure in the sense of
Complete restoration to forme'
functioning.
But schizophrenia is treat-
able and in roost instances the
treatment can allow return to
a relatively normal life within
a fairly short period of time.
The National Institute of
Mental Health, which is is
part of HEW's Alcohol, Drug
Abuse. and Mental Health
Administration, supports a
broad program of research in
pursuit of answers to the
many questions about schizo-
phrenia.
To help the average person
understand this strange dis-
order, the Institute has pub-
lished a booklet. Schizophre-
nia...Lc There An Anover?-For
a free single copy, write to
the National Institute - of
Mental Health, ADAMIIA,































































































Baby Boy Harpole (mother
Molly Kay), Rt. 5, Mayfield
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ina Mae Sledd, 1609
Dodson Murray, Lee W. Guinn,
Hardin, Othel D. Paschall, Rt.
1, Hazel, Mrs. Mae Cope, Box
22, Hardin, Miss Carla D.
Davidson, Box 56, Lynnville,
James Melvin Williams, Rt. 1,
Box 143, Dexter, Mrs. Doris
Morgan, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Mrs. Patricia Faye Ellis and
Baby Girl, P. 0. Box 0 Ahno,
Mrs. Lena Ludell Phillips, Rt, 4,
Benton, Miss Valerie Conner,
614 Hurt Dr. Murray, Ky., Miss
Lori Lynn Sykes, Rt. 5, Fulton,
Mrs. M. Janice Brawner, Rt. 1,
Box 325 McKenzie, Term., Joe
Pat Witherspoon, 1101 Main,
Murray, Mrs. Flora Elizabeth
Jones, 214 N. 13th St., Murray,
Mrs. Lola B. Massey, Rt. 7, Box
17, Murray, Loyd Sills, Box 93,
Hardin, Mrs. Ophie Miller, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Sarah B.
Crowder, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Maybell Moore, Eddyville,
Buford H. Brown, National
Hotel, Murray, Mrs. Muria P.






Mrs. Daisy 0. Dunn, /001A
Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Eura E. Washburn, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Dorthy Atkins,
Rt. 1, Box 126, Hardin, Mrs.
Patsy A. Runyon and Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Lorene L.
Valentine, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Irene L, Newman,
304 N. Roney, Carl Juntion, Mo.,
Miss Renee A. Butler, Rt. 2, Box
119, Murray, Mrs. Grace E.
Covey, 2513 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Robert L. Billizigton,
Rt. 5, Box 125, Murray, Mrs.
Dena E. Bloomingburg, 303 N.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Alma
Valentin, Rt. 1, Puryear, Term.,
Henry H. Hargrove, Rt. 7, Box
37, Murray, Morris R. Futrell,






Baby Boy Manley (mother
Susan), Riberview Acres,
Ledbetter, Baby Girl Brandon
(mother Nancy C.), Rt. 4,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Ronnie Chapman, Sr., Rt. 1,
Box 96, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
S. Tucker, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Irene L. Conrad, Rt. 5, Benton,
Kenneth B. Downey, 625 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Debbie K. Hilt
and Babt Boy, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. LaJeanna Chap-
man, Rt. 2, Murray, Howard M.
Anderson, 322 Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Reva F. Wyatt, Hardin,
Obine Wyatt, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Lela M. Knight, 732 Nash,
Murray, (vie Williams (ex-





Baby Boy Coomer ( mother
Wanda), 4A Shady Oaks.
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Anna Lou Jones, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred K.
Canady, Rt. 5, Box 294, Murray,
Mrs. Martha L. Scott, 401 Ash
St., Murray, Mrs. Ardee Riley,
409 Cherry St., Murray, Curtis
A. Burnett, Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn.,




If you lock o pension plan at
work. the !Megan Listener eon
help you se up your own in
dovIduol refirernen1 plan
Savings under approved plans
or. tor- cledurtibl•
B•ginning January I, 1975,
eligible men and women con set
ot14e a lax-free amount up to
15% of their earned Income to a
maximum of 51500 wads y•or





Stays fresh and neat through many
easv-care launderings
Ladies' 106% Polyester Double knit
JAMAICA SHORTS
Ladies' 100% poinatmladge knit
Jamaica Shorts that stay fresh and
neat through many easy care
machine washes. Smart lookinz










water repellent jackets 
sizes 2 - 41. flooded with
drawstring and zipper front.
Red. nave, yellow, or white.
Delicately styled with soft




Sleek styling in Women's Sling Pumps add up to a
smart fashion look. Soft padded vinyl insole with ad-
justable straps Latest fashion colors of red, green,
yellow, bone, or white to compliment spring fashions.
Select from sizes 6 10.
Keeps hair in






Your choice of satin sleep
bonnets with magic hairdo
prOteC1013 Of Made foam
sleep caps with adjustable
nngs. Pastel colors.
Zipper fronts --
contrasting stitching . . .
GIRLS' SIZES 3 - 6X- -
NO-IRON JEANS
Girls' 3 60 permanent press
colored sans that never need
ironing. Snap front with zipper;
elastic back, and belt loops.
Choose from lovely pastel or dark
colors with contrasting stitching
for better looks. By several pair at
this great price!
Contains fluoristan for fewer
cavities, better check-ups . . .
5-Ounces (Net Wt.)
Crest e
Your choice of regular or mint flavored
Crest toothpaste in 5-oz. (Net Wt.)
break-resistant tubes. Crest con-
tains tluoristan fir fewer cavi-
ties and better check-ups.
lovely gold colored
metal ashtrays that are
sure to blend with any
room decor.





Itlluid ounces Clairol final
Net the invisible hair net
Resists wind and humidity.



















14 ounces (Net t ) Ajax cleanser.











The look of rib knit that .
holds its shape . . .





Dress your little girl in short sleeve
knit shirts with the look of rib knit
that holds its shape. Select train
lately light or dark solid colors that
are sure to please her and you
Available is girls' sizes 3 • 61.
Lovely solids or stripes
to brighten up any




Brighten up her wardrobe with shod
sleeve knit polo shirts in lovely solids
or stripes. Arailable in sizes 7 14.
Henimed bottom that looks great





Men's short sleeve collar and placket shir-
ts with classic styling look that goes
C,,,,......f anywhere in good taste. 4-button 
placket 99
, with color matched buttons. Select from
1 a handsome collection of solids and fan-, cies in sizes S-M -1.-XL
'Round the clock
protection . . .






5-ounce (Net M.) bars of Dial deodorant
soap for 'round the clock protection.
Strong enough ton deodorant protection
yet mild enough for the whole family.
Super effective, super




8-ounces (Net t.) Ultra Ban Super Dry
Antiperspirant. Regulator unscented.
lIars/es (,f .11, raider., . .
BAYER CHILDREN'S
ASPIRINS
Lheii s itiatsic 
center% . .
61/2:Oz. (net wt.) Bags
^footsie on Pops
23c 57c
Bottles of 36 orange flavored Bayer









of Prints L solids
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Comets Scare Henry Clay..For
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API —
With Lexington Henry Clay,
Newport Catholic, Louisville
Central and Shelbyville already
making the grade, eight more
teams seek the quarterfinals
today in the state high school
basketball tournament.
Central, the defending state
champion and rated No. 2 this
season in The Associated Press
poll, overpowered Warren East
97-81 in a first round game
Wednesday with Flenoil Crook
scoring 33 points for the Yellow
Jackets.
Unfortunately, Warren East
met such a power in the first
round. Their uncle-nephew
combination of Jerry and
Clinton Britt caught the crowd's
imagination but couldn't supply
enough power for their team.
Nephew Clinton scored 36
points and uncle Jerry 28, but
they got only 17 points from four
other players on their team and
came up short. However, Uncle
Jerry, a robust 5 foot-8, pulled
down nine rebounds to lead his
team.
Crook led the Central
rebounders with 19 and his team
totaled 45 to a mere 24 for
Warren East.
In other first round games,
Newport Catholic edged Bath




Newport Catholic, with Tim
Sandfoss leading the way with
18 points, gained the advantage
only in the last few minutes in
putting away Bath County.
MEN'S SOFTBALL
ASSOCIATION MEETING
Will be held Wednesday March 26
at 7:30 p. m. at the Hopkinsville
ederal Savings & Loan.
Catholic pitched in 26 of 45
field goal shots for a sterling
57.7 per cent and only one
player on its team failed to cash
at least half of his shots - when
Dave Faust missed the only
shot he took.
Henry Clay, ranked No. 3 in
the state, was thrown into a
scare when Carlisle County
fought back from a 12-point
deficit to take a 36-32 halftime
lead. The Lexington School,
however, dominated the second
half and led by 20 points with
7.58 left in the game.
Henry Clay's big margin
came on a 46-28 rebounding
edge to give the Blue Devils 81
shots at the basket to only 47 for
Carlisle County
Shelbyville, making its last
tournament appearance
Citrus League because UPcuriling con-
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
were.* I-
Liw Angeles 4, Montreal 3
Cincinnati 1, New York NO
Philadelphia 5, Boston 4 13 U111111.0
Baltimore vs Atlanta at West
Falm Beach, Fla . rained out
,lucair A 14, St 1.0=7Ttw
Milwaukee I. California 4
San Francisco 7. Oakland 2
San Rego 5, aurae* N 4
hillnuesota 5, New York At
Weerkete %me
vs. Mirmesota. at Orlando,
fliad=ds
PittaPargh vs. Chlrago A at Sarklota, Fla
2
Pittsburgh vs. St. Louis at St. Petersbtutg,
Ur Angeles vs, Montreal at Daytona
Beach, Pis
Houston vi Cincinnati at Tampa, Fla.
New York N vi. Atlanta at West Palm
Beach, Fla ,
Baltimore vs'uransas at, at Fort Myers,
Fla.
Boston vs. Detrott at Lakeland, Fla , night
Dna, vs. New York A at Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
Chicago N vi. San Deego at Yuma, Arts.
California vi Cleveland at "fticson, Aria.










solidation, took its lead Just
before halftime and, with
Donnie Mason pitching in 28
points, had little trouble after
that.
The Devils outscored
Owensboro 18-11 in the third
period and Mason had 12 of
those Not only that, he finished
his scoring with a three basket
barrage early in the fourth
period that put the Devils on top
63-46 with 5:30 left in the game.
Track Officials Needed
Murray State Track Coach Bill Cornell needs about 20
more officials for a triangular track meet which will be held
in Stewart Stadium Saturday.
Originally, when the meet was scheduled, school was to be
in session and spring break would not begin until later.
However, spring break was changed and Cornell is left in the
very difficult position of not having enough judges and timers
for Saturday's meet.
No previous experience is necessary.
Officials should be at least 18 years old.
Cornell asks that anyone who is interested in helping at the
track meet report on the track at Stewart Stadium at 11:45 a.
m. Saturday.
Field events will get underway at noon with the first track
events to begin at 12:30 p. m.
The Racers will be hosting Southeast Missouri and Miami
of Ohio. There is no admission to the meet and the public is
urged to attend one of the most exciting and fastest growing
sports in the country.
Persons who would like to volunteer to help in the meet are
urged to Cornell at his office at 762-6941 or at home at 436-
2115.
iatrOdating
the paints with the prices




• WASHABLE. EASY TO APPLY, DURABLE




















• GR 78x14 $48.95
HR 78x14 $51.95




Lube and Oil Change $349
Transmission, differential oil check • Complete Chassis Lube
Price includes oil and labor •Phon• for Appointment (ladvdes op t• 5 its. 45
Atter Sale $8.99




• SCRUBBABLE, ONE-COAT COVERAGE.
EASY TO APPLY
• STAIN RESISTANT, COLORFAST,
DRIES QUICKLY Gal.
After Sale $9.99
• SOAP AND WATER CLEANUP Accent:colors priced higher
SCIAKIetaiK/ 61a2AtUt&ed These coatings are the regain of extensive research and testing by the Sherwin-
Williams Company. We guarantee your satisfaction In the use of these products or your purchase price will be refunded.
SALE ENDS MARCH 24th
161975 — The Sherwin
:IlkIltams Company
Ird; it no easy to shop at
4tierwin-Willtswels Decorating




WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME




•All Tires Plus F.E.T. 82.16 to $3.60
IIIORN OUT SHOCK WORSENS CAUSE EXPENSIVE
TIRE NW
753-3321
SHOCK ABSORBERS SHOULD RIM K
REPLACED IN SETS OF 4 FOR MARMON SSW,













belle linings 4 wheels
'Turn Dnom *An Iffungi
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Sims Hurls 'Breds Over
Southern Illinois, 3-2
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger fir Times Sports Editor
"We'll get 'em," shouted
Johnny Reagan from the top
step of the dugout.
"Just hold 'em here and we'll
get 'em in our half," the Murray
State baseball coach shouted at
his ace pitcher, Mike Sims.
Sims held 'em and Murray got
'em. And the result was a 3-2
win for the Thoroughbreds over
national powerhouse Southern
Illinois University Wednesday
afternoon at Reagan Field.
It appeared Murray was on
the verge of -getting 'em" in
just about every inning.
But the 'Breds could never
come up with the big hit when it
was needed. In fact, Murray
REARING DOWN — Senior Mike Sims bears down in the last ki-
tting in Murray State's 3-7 win over Southern Illinois Wednesday at











had only six hits in the nine-
inning contest, three more than
what the Salukis managed off
the fireballing Sims.
However, Murray left a total
of 15 men stranded on base:
Two in the first, two in the
second, two in the third, two in
the fourth, one in the fifth, three
in the sixth, two in the seventh
and one in the eighth.
"If we could have just gotten
a hit in any one of those innings,
we could have very well broken
the game up early," Reagan
said.
Murray scored in the home
half of the first inning to take a
1-0 lead, which held until the
Salukis scored a pair of runs in
the fifth.
Second-baseman Jack Per-
conte walked with one out in the
first, John Siemanowski singled
and then with two out, third-
baseman Terry Brown laced a
single, scoring Perconte with
the first run of the game.
Sims coasted through the first
four innings and had retired the
first eight men in order before
giving up a single to the ninth
place hitter in the third inning.
The Salukis put their leadoff
man on with a walk in the fifth
and then the next man went
down on strikes.
The third hitter of the frame
tapped back to Sims who turned
and whirled over the head of the
second-baseman and a run
scored while the batter went all
the way to second.
Then after a ground out for
the second out of the inning, the
usual slick-fielding shortstop,
Leon Wurth, made a wild throw
to first on a grounder and the
second run scored, giving
Southern Illinois a 2-1 lead.
Again in the sixth, SIU
threatened. But it wasn't
because of Sims' pitching.
Two consecutive errors at the
start of the inning left men on
second and third with nobody
out. However, Sims struck out
the next man, the second out
came when the man at third
was cut down at the plate on a
ground ball and then the third
out was recorded on a tap back
to the box.
Finally, in the eighth inning,
the 'Breds managed to score.
Richie White led off with a





Today more and more eating
places specialize in only one kind
of food. That's wh3t makesJerry's
so special especially at dinner
time. It doesn't matter if you're
hungry for steak or chicken, or
sirlbin tips in mushroom gravy, or
- Maybe even shrimp creole o
r a
juicy ham steak. Sometimes there
is even saucy lasagna on the menu —
and sometimes roast turkey with
all the trimmings. And always —
there are those green garden
vegetables. You get a selection.
Jerry's Restaurant specializes in
making everybody happy with a
different selection each evening.
Choose from four entrees and
select two vegetables. And for the
same price, pick a soup or appetzer.
Jerry's offers more than one kin()
of food — something for everybody.
RESTAURANTS
Variety is the Specialty of the House
—30741 trr2nrSirteWr."—.."'
a pass and Siemanowski walked
to fill the sacks with nobody out.
Wurth grounded toward short
and the shortstop, trying for a
whirled to second.
But Siemanowski took the
second-baseman out of the play
and the run scored, tying the
game at 2-2 and leaving the
'Breds with men on at the
corners.
Then sophomore Terry Brown
hit a shallow fly to right field
but the throw to home wasn't in
time and Perconte scored what
proved to be the winning run.
In the ninth, the Salukis
opened with a single but Sims
settled back and retired the
final three in order, chalking up
a called third strike to end the
game.
Sims fanned seven men and
walked just two in his distance-
going mount stint. It was his
fifth victory of the season, in as
many decisions.
"My fastball was my best
pitch," Sims said after the
game.
"I threw my curve ball and
changed-up some just to mix
'em
What happened on the wild sieresewenriet=v.
throw to second? -
"I got new spikes (bine Goes 
at that ) and they got caught on  4 • •
the mound and so when I masa --- -
released the ball, I didn't have 11 11 b
control of it and it went high. mu
"I'm really exhausted but
happy to win this one. It's
proably one of my most
satisfying wins ever, since they
are such a national powerhouse.
Of course any win is satisfying
though," the Ledbetter native
added.
Siemanowski had two hits for
the 'Brads while Perconte,
Brown, Gene Steuber and Sims
all added a hit apiece.
And speaking of the blue
shoes that gave Sims problems,
the 'Breds will be showing off
their new baseball uniforms
Friday in a 3 p. m. contest
against Rutgers.
The new uniforms are white
with blue lettering and with the
blue shoes, they are enough to
send chills down Charlie
Finley's spine.
Murray, ranked 14th in the
nation last year, will carry a 12-
1 record into that contest with
Rutgers. Then on Saturday, the
'Breds will play both Rutgers
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All Bored And Wegner
Interested In Horses
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP)—With
their fight for the world
heavyweight title drawing near,
champion Muhammad All
expressed boredom after a
workout and challenger Chuck
Wepner skipped training to go
to the racetrack.
That's the way it was here
Wednesday, six days before Ali
meets Wepner at the Cleveland
Coliseum.
"A fighter is like a race horse,
You gotta pace yourself," said
Ali, who sparred six rounds
while Wepner was at nearby
Thistledown watching race
horses pace themselves.
"You don't train for every
man the same way, or you'll
burn yourself out," said All,
who has trained lightly for his
first title defense since he
knocked out George Foreman in
Africa, a fight for which All
trained four months.
"I'm not satisfied with my
condition," said the champion,
who weighs between 225-230 and
is carrying a slight paunch.
"I'm not satisfied with the way
I'm working."
But then he added, "I'm doing
enough for this man."
All is an overwhelming
favorite to beat Wepner, whose
$100,000 purse is 10 times as
much as his previous biggest
payday in an 11-year pro
career. All is getting $1.5
million.
All sparred six rounds with
Willie Moore and Larry
Holmes. The three rounds with
Holmes were marked by a few
lively exchanges.
"He would have won the
decision if it had been a fight,"
said Ali of his workout with
Holmes. "But he wouldn't win
in a fight without head gear and
he wouldn't win before 50,000
people with the cards on the
table.
"I'm no gym fighter."
The champion had to share
the spotlight with his three
daughters-6-year-old Mary urn
Surgery
DETROIT (AP) — Wayne
State University's hopes of
winning the NCAA fencing
championship this year suf-
fered a severe jolt this week
when Steve Danosi underwent
surgery for a torn left achilles
tendon.
Danosi, a senior, injured his
ankle Sunday while fencing in
the sabre finals of the Michigan
Invitational at Wayne State
Danosi, a three-time All-
American, is a prime contender
tor spots on the 1975 Pan-
American Games Team and the
-WE Olympic Teatil,j.a.st year
Wayne State placed second in
the NCAA meet
and 4-year-old twins Jamillah
and Rashida—who were in-
Iroduced in the ring before the
sparring session watched by
about 300 people at the
Coliseum.
The girls smiled, and Rashid%
held up her arms and waved in
much the same was All does.
"They know they're pretty,"
said the proud father.
MIME ONE — First-hesemen Oen Welker of the 'Ore& hones and stretches but still can't cease up
with the Idles it flew over his head on a bad throw from Leon Wurth at short. The throw allowed one of
this Salukis' two runs in the fifth.
(Stair Marto. by Stoke Inerviert
Let's Get
Together
Pop goes to the golf course. Mom goes to the bridge
club meeting. The kids go....here and there and
everywhere.
Ever thought about making it a family affair?
Something everyone can enjoy in the great outdoors-
Together! Discover what you may have been missing in
family recreation, Boating! We have boats for every
family. May we have the pleasure of showing you
around and to give you a demonstration ride in one of
your choice?
,w,;2ccuL:
Happy Holiday Travel Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Take 94 East out of Murray -2 miles follow 280 past Bonnet's 
grocery (approx. 714 miles) -
Take blacktop into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right - 
"We may be hard to locate
but it's well worth your EFFORT"
tel. (502) 436-5483
INTRODUCING ...TWO BEAUTIFUL NEW WAYS TO ECONOMIZE!
MERCURY BOBCATS
Both Bobcat cars shown with optional styled steel
wheels and WSW tires, 3-Door also with protective
body.sine moldings
SMALL CARS YOU CAN LIVE WITH ...FOR A LONG TIME
A neat little wagon and a practical 3-Door
runabout bring you Mercury luxury in its
smallest size. Body-contoured bucket
seats carry four adults in quiet comfort
while a four-cylinder overhead cam engine
and a solid-state ignition system look after
your pocketbook. Other standard features?
Quick-response rack-and-pinion steering,
four-speed manual transmission and self-
adjusting power front disc brakes. Plus the
same number of safety features found in the
big Mercury'. Visit your Lincoln-Mercury
dealer and see why we say Bobcats are Small
Oars You Can Live With For A Long Time.
Hatcher Auto Sales Inc.
UNC
SL5 So. 12th Murray 753-4961
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Nater Floors Barnes, Adams
Floors Nater And Spirits Lose
By. The Associated Press
San Antonio won the ballgame
easily but the Spurs had to settle




The Spurs were busily
building a 78-59 lead over the
Spirits midway through the
third period Wednesday night
when San Antonio's Swen Nater
ant) St. Louis rookie Marvin
Barnes got mixed up in a
shoving match. Nater scored
OVER WEIG flY
Due to Water Build-Up
REDUCE SAFE
and fast with Wasser
Tabs the genuine
water pill) Wasser
Tablets help you lose
water weight gain,
relieves body bloat-
ng, swelling of thighs,
legs and arms—waist
enlargement
Be slim like you
should. Guaranteed or




the tirst snocit-down, flooring
Barnes, but big Don Adams
promptly carne to his fallen
teammate's defense and evened
things up with a right cross that
decked Nater.
The referees called it a draw,
no one was elected and San
Antoinio wound up with a 128-
115 triumph.
Nater blamed Barnes, Barnes
blamed Nater and Adams was
apologetic.
'1 really have to apologize,"
said Adams. "I don't even know
the guy. I was just going to the
aid of a teammate."
Elsewhere in the ABA, New
York dumped Indiana 119-110,
Utah topped Kentucky 100-92,
Denver whipped Virginia 124-
108 and Memphis beat San
Diego 121-108.
"Through the whole game he
just kept putting elbows in my
chest," said Nater of his tangle
with Barnes. didn't do
anything, but finally I just
reached out and shoved him,
sort of.
"I didn't even see Adams. He
hit me blindside."
Barnes 'disagreed.
"He was the one who was
shoving me," said Barnes. "He
was all over me all night."
George Gervin didn't land
any punches but he sank several
baskets to lead the Spurs with 38
points, 16 of them in the first
quarter when San Antonio took
the lead for good. James Silas
added 22 points for the winners
Barnes finished with 26 points
and 21 rebounds.
Nets 119, Pacers 110
Julius Erving pumped in 42
points, hitting his last eight
shots in a row, as New York
increased its Eastern Division
lead over Kentucky,
Stars 100, Colonels 92
Walli Jones hit three field
goals down the stretch to
preserve Utah's victory.
Nuggets 124, Squires 108
Ralph Simpson netted 22
points and Mack Calvin had 29
as Denver handed Virginia its
llth straight loss.
Sounds 121, Q's 108
George Carter scored 21








Sonciolizing ien men..- and women preCISICIA C4J1S,.
manicures and styles of today
Brenda's Beauty
Salon
603 So. 4th St.- Murray, kb,
Phone 753-4582
Montana Coach Says
Team Can Beat UCLA
himself when he doetml. It lust
all builds up.
"He had that good year last
year. Hubert feels he should be
improving. He feels he should
be advancing all the time. He
hasn't played well this year and
It's been a little bit tough on
him."
Green, however, is fresh from
a week's break, got in some
solid practice early in the week
and can't be overlooked in this
72-hole chase for a $30,000 first
prise.
The top choices in the 150-man
field were U.S. Open king Hale
Irwin, who hasn't finished lower
than sixth in his last four starts;
Australian Bruce Crarnpton, a
contender in his last two ap-
pearances, and Mike Hill, who
has played very strongly in
recent tournaments.
Arnold Palmer figures to be
the sentimental choice. Some
other standouts include J. C.
Snead, Dave Stockton, Bob
Murphy, Lee Elder and young
hopefuls Eddie Pearce, Ben
Crenshaw, Lanny Wadkins,
Mop Celtics Off Floor, 97-80 John Mahaffey and Lanny
By BOB GREEN
Al' Golf Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla, ( AP
He talks about getting it in
-Fuel] Gibbons country," the
woods and weeds. He'll make a
comment about his "Laurence
of Arabia time on the wrong
side of the gallery ropes."
He tries to keep it light and
funny, as if it didn't matter.
But Hubert Green is a deeply
frustrated young man. "I'm
hitting it sideways," he said
-I'm playing terrible."
There may be just the
glimpse of a light at the end of
the tunnel, however. "I think
I've finally figured out what's
wrong,- Green said before
teeing off today as the defen-
ding champion in the 8150,00)
Greater Jacksonville Open Golf
Tournament.
-Now it's a matter of working
on my mistakes, correcting
them, getting my game back to,
where it was, to where it ought
lobe," he said in his rapid-fire,
machine gun style of speech
"At least I've got something to
work on."
Green stamped himself one of
the game's outstanding young
players last season when he
took this title and three others
and collected more than
$200,000. Only Johnny Miner
surpassed him in tournament
victories.
This season it's all gone sour.
Green's had little but troubles.
He finished second in the Bing
Crosby, but he hasn't been
higher than 32nd in any other
event and has missed the cut
twice.
-He wants to win every
tournament he enters," said his
wife Judi. "He tries so hard,
just as hard as he can, in every
tournament. He really wants to
play well and he gets angry at
Unseld Returns As Bullets
By GORDON HEARD
AP Sports Writer - --
,LANDOVER, Md. (AP) -
Wes Unseld hasn't fully
recovered from a broken finger,
but the return of the burly
center makes the Washington
Bullets look a lot healthier.
With Unseld playing a key
role while scoring just two _
points, the Bullets recorded a
97-80 victory over the Boston
Celtics Wednesday night which
could be worth more than 84,000
for each Washington player.
Washington leads the Central
Division with a 53-20 record and
Boston is atop the Atlantic
Division at 51-21.
One of the two teams will earn
$40,000 for having the best
reeord in the Netienal
Basketball Association after the
82- game schedule, plus another
840,000 for the best mark in the
Eastern Conference. The other
team wW get $27,500, or 852,500
less.
Unseld, with a brace sup-
porting the broken little finger
on his rigid hand, returned after
an eight-game absence to help
end a five-game Boston winning
streak and hold the Celtics to
their lowest point total of the
season.
Elsewhere in the NBA, New
York beat Phoenix 101-96,
Seattle topped Milwaukee 101-
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Miller, Jack Nicklaus, Lee
Philadelphia 126-115. Trevino and Gary Player are
Elvin Hayes, who-. -toppag—net competing.
Washington with 29 points,
credited Unseld for turning
things around with the bonus
money and a possibly playoff
homecourt advantage riding on
the outcome.
-Whenever you have the big
fellow in there clogging up the
middle and blocking 'off,"
Hayes said, "it allows all the
other players to release, fill the
lanes and relax."
Boston superstar John
Havlicek was held to only seven
points while going 3-f or-9 from
the floor and Dave Cowens, 3-
for-13, was scoreless after
getting nine points in the first
half.
Phil Chenier shot an anemic
5-for-23 for Washington but he
made five steals, and his run-
ning mate at guard, Kevin
Porter, added 11 assists.
Knicks 101, Suns 96
Earl Monroe scored 30 points,
including four free throws in the
final 23 seconds, to give New
York its sixth victory in the last
seven games.
Soaks 101, Bucks 100
Slick Watts scored 12 points in
the final period, including the
final two, as Seattle shaded
Milwaukee.
Jazz 126, 76ers 11$
Pete Maravich pumped in 36
points, 12 of them in the final
period, and Aaron James added
20 as New Orleans posted its
fifth victory in the last eight
games.
Signs Contract
MONTREAL t AP -
Canadian-born Gerry Dattilio,
due to graduate from North
Colorado University in June,
has signed with the Montreal
Alouettes, the Canadian







HONOLULU (AP) - Watch
out you Fearsome Foursomes,
Purple Peaple Eaters,
Doomsday Defenses, No-Names
and Mean Joe Greenes, Waikiki
Beach does you no good.
National Football League
owners in their annual meeting
on Oahu Island in the Pacific
passed seven rule changes
Wednesday and the majority
help the offense.
The moves mark a con-
tinuance of the 1974 philosphy
that the offense needs help to
restore more balance in the pro
game.
"In general, the new rule
changes will benefit the of-
fense," asserted NFL Com-
missioner Pete Rozelle.
Twayears ago there was wide
criticism that defenses had
moved far ahead of offenses and
made the NFL games dull. So a
year ago came a series of rule
changes aimed at helping the
team trying to move the ball.
This time the owners went
further, although they did turn
down a proposal that pass
receivers need to have only one
foot inbounds to make legal
receptions.
Most important of. the rule
changes probably was one
which provides that if any
fourth down pass from inside
the opponent's 20 yard line falls
Incomplete in the end zone, the
ball will be returned to the line
of scrimmage and not to the 20.
So, a defensive team might get
possession for its offense on the
two or three instead of the 20.
"The previous rule
discouraged passing, but now
teams will have the option of
either running or passing on
short yardage situations near
To Open Season the gGaline'" Roselle explained.
Bart Starr, Green Bay's
former All-Pro quarterback and
new coach of the Packers, said:
think it's a great rule. I only
wish it had been in effect when I
was playing. I think it'll be
great for the game.
"Quarterbacks used to stick
to the ground for the most part
on fourth-down plays inside
maybe the 10 or 15-yard line.
Now they'll be more willing to
go either way, on the ground or
in the air."
Next Weekend
Murray State's Racers open
their spring golf schedule with
back-to-back two-day tour-
naments March 27-28-29-30 in
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
and Colonel Classic.
Coach Buddy Hewitt's squad
will tee it up in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Golf Tour-
nament March 27-28 at the
Spring Valley Country Club in
Lexington, Ky. Murray won the
first Kentucky Intercollegiate
In 1972, finished second in 1973
and third last year.
Other participants in the field
include Morehead, University
of Louisville, University of
Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky
and Western Kentucky.
The Racers' hopes rest in All-
Ohio Valley senior Bruce
Douglass and senior Mike
Hoyle. Douglass is considered a
strong choice for individual
honors.
Following the 1.exington
tourney, the Racers will travel
to nearby Eastern Kentucky
University for the 21-team
Colonel Classic March 29-30.
This marks the fixst year for
the Richmond tournament,
which will be played on
Eastern's own 18-hole layout_
The Racers will be idle until
AprIl 25-27 when they travel to





A ring is forever and we make
up these beautiful, versatile
rings special for the girl in.
your life. For Mother or
Grandmother, cOlorful birth-
stones represent each child's
birth month. For the pre-teen
or . tanager,. her birthstone



















your choice of sizes in




4 FOR $ 3 2
Prices include Federal Excise Tax
VII
Sears Highway Passenger Tire Guarantee
If you do not receive the number of mil. specified
because of your tire becoming unserviceable due to (1)
defects, (2) normal road hazards, or (3) tread wear-out,
We will: At our option, exchange it for • new tire or give
you a refund charging in either case only the
proportion of the then current selling price plus
Federal Exci.e tax that represent. mileage used.
If the tire is unserviceable due to any of the
above causes before 10% of the guaranteed
mileage is received, the replacement or refund
will be made with no charge for rn ileage received.
Nail puncture. will be repaired at no charge.
Guarantee •pplies to tires on vehicles





your choice of sizes




Bloc kwall $10 each
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Trenholm's Restaurant,located at 1206 Chestnut, is the place to take your family
for a fine delicious meal of your choice. The menu is extensive ranging from the
best pizzas in Kentucky to their boneless catfish to their famous Henny Penny
Chicken. Trenholm's restaurant takes pride in serving the best foods with the best
service.
Dine in their spacious and friendly dining room or carry out. Or, if you're tired
from working all day, simply call your order in and take advantage of
Trenholm's delivery service.
Opening Monday through Saturday, at 5 a.m. till 11 p.m. and Sunday from 8
a.m. till 11 p.m. Trenholm's is ready to serve you at almost anytime.
Visit Trenholm's Restaurant with your family and enjoy a delicious meal.
ikotuaatA Stw#Z.
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of 'Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts





Fine Italian & American Foods
Extra Thick NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Marinated Steaks PARIS, TENN.




Best Pizzas in Kentucky Boneless Catfish
Famous Henny Penny Chicken
— DELIVERY SERVICE —
Mon.-Sat. 5 am -l1 p.m.Sun. 8 a.m.-11p.m
• 44111111111M1111111MINIIIHIMMIIMMIIIMEMNI111111101111116 •
10 a.m.-11 p.m. 753-7199
Murray and Mayfield




Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks Seafood Chicken Sandwiches
Hamburger Tenderloin Fish Cbuckwagon
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St 753-7641
Pen 7
Ham & Cheese Bacon Sausage 
O Days a Week
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!
PAGE
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Nation's Letter Carriers Many Things Needed Before Selling House
Postpone Threatened Strike
WASHINGTON ( — The
nation's letter carriers are
postponing a strike threatened
for this month over a proposed
new delivery system designed
to increase efficiency.
The 200,000-member National
Association of Letter Carriers
postponed the walkout in-
definitely because it said the U.
S. Postal Service has delayed
putting into effect the con-




The first new shoes
of the season ore here...
IN YOUR SIZE!
Great idea! The comfort shoe in a
terrific color for spring. Just one from our
new Naturalize( collection. Come see them
all, now, during Naturalizer Week. $20"












106 5. 5th St.
Downtown Murray
The union had made
preparations for a strike this
month in the belief that the
Postal Service would decide
then whether to put the plan into
effect.
However, the Postal Service
says it never planned to decide
this month on implementation
of the Kokomo plan and that the
union misinterpreted an
agreement last fall to discuss
the plan "on or after March 1."
Testing of the plan will
continue in Kokomo, Ind., and
Portland, Ore., according to
Jim Braughton, director of
delivery services for the Postal
Service.
However, additional tests
planned for Providence, R. I.,
have been cancelled, Braughton
said. Union members in
Providence had threatened a
wildcat strike if the plan were
tried there.
1Editor's Note: This is the
third in a series of articles
dealing with Real Estate.
Specific questions should be
directad to a member of the
Murray Calloway County Board
of Realtors.)
There's a great deal more
involved in selling your home
than putting a "for sale" sign in
your front yard and running an
ad in the newspaper.
In today's difficult money
market, it's imperative to
contact your Realtor who has
access to the best information
and sources for helping to
arrange home financing.
And, the National Association
of Realtors and Murray-
Calloway County Board of
Realtors suggests the following
home improvement tips that
can sharpen the appearance of
your home and attract more
prospective buyers:
—Create a good first im-
pression by keeping the lawn
trimmed and edged—and be





( AP) — A 20-mile-long column
of more than 100,000 fleeing ci-
vilians and solders reached the
safety of a coastal province to-
day as the Saigon government
yielded more territory to the
North Vietnamese, including
the old imperial capital of Hue.
Officials said still more of
South Vietnam may be given
up beyond the one-fifth already
conceded.
The refugee column was led
by heavy South Vietnamese
tanks that rolled over stalled
cars and shoved broken down






Hwy 64/ South and 695
I mile south of Paris, Tenn
nightmare, nothing but a night-
mare," one officer said, de-
scribing the five-day trek from
three abandoned central high-
lands provinces to the coastal
Province of Phu Yen, -
In Phnom Penh, sources said
the British Embassy is closing
because of the deteriorating
military situation in Cambodia
The Saigon government's
plans to give up more territory
— three provinces — were
made on the contingency that
the North Vietnamese offensive
would continue to snowball,
government officials said.
This would bring to 10 the
number of provinces lost or
abandoned to the North Viet-
namese and Viet Cong. There
are 44 provinces in South Viet-
nam and the government has
already abandoned or lost sev-
en of them, representing one-
fifth of the country's territory
and one-tenth of its population.
For the first time since the
big North Vietnamese Easter
offensive three years ago, the
government today extended the
curfew in the Saigon region two
hours because of the emergen-
cy situation. But some South
Vietnamese officers saw no
threat of an immediate attack
on the capital.
The shutdown of the British
Embassy in Phnom Penh fol-
lows similar closings by Aus-
tralia and France. U.S. Embas-
sy personnel are packing Up
and the baggage of the 12-man
U.S. Marine guard was flown
out this morning as rockets hit
near the embassy, killing five
persons and wounding 3LL offi-
cials said. There were no
American casualties.
Hue, on South Vietnam's
northern coast, has 200,000 resi-
dents.




—Just To List A Few Items—
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ORINIMENTAL TREES
Dogwood (White-Pink-Cherokee Chief Red
Flowering Crab Apple
White Birch (single & Clump





500 N. 4th 75 3 2944
The world's worst mine dis-
aster killed 1,549 workers in the
Honkeiko Colliery in Manchuria
April 25, 1942,
tryway is clean. Fences and
gates should look as good as the
rest of the house.
—Redecorate dull and dingy
walls and ceilings. An in-
vestment in new kitchen
wallpaper will pay dividends.
Remember the house should
look good to a large segment of
buyers. Conventional white and
easy-blending pastel colors will
appeal to a wider range of
people.
—Let the sun shine in by
opening up the draperies and
curtains, allowing the buyer to
see how bright and cheerful
your home is. If it's dark, turn
on lights in strategic locations
to brighten up your home.
—Fix that faucet and be sure
to repair loose knobs, sticking
doors and windows, warped
cabinet drawers and other
minor flaws. Remember, it's
inevitable that every closet door
will be opened.
—Remove all unnecessary
articles from your basement
and attic. Strive for that clean,
uncluttered look. If necessary,
brighten dark basement walls
with a coat of paint. Keep
stairways clear and safe and be
sure handrails are clean and
secure.
—Arrange bedrooms so that
they look as large as possible.
Remove excess furniture and
use attractive bedspreads and
freshly laundered curtains.
—Kitchens and bathrooms






e' LOSE WEIGHT BY
FRIDAY
Do you really want to lose
weight? Do you want to become
tII. tr,m, slim person you used
to be? Then do like thousands
of others hare done — take
SLENDER.X. SLENDER-% con,alrts
no dangerous drugs, but will
SNP curb your appetite and
supplement your body while you
are losing that ugly fit. No
dangerous exercises or stemma
diets. Thousands hare used
SLENDER-% plan successfully
Start today the SLENDER .% way
SLENDER-X is a tiny tablet sold
with an absolute GUARANTEE to
get rid of your ugly fat. In
saes of 1.98 and up at,
Ve9rxey
,q_142?
cleanliness. Check and repair
caulking in bathtubs and
showers, and make sure these
room sparkle.
When showing your home,
avoid having too many people
present during inspections. The
potential buyer will feel like an
intruder and will hurry through
the house. Turn off that blaring
radio and TV, and keep pets out
of the way.
Let your Realtor screen the
lookers from the qualified
buyers, schedule appointments
and follow through on all
customer leads. Let him discuss
price, financing, terms,
possession, and other key




chances of selling your home
faster—and at a better price,
And the sign in the front year

























They're All On Sale During Our
ortionD ammo
Last Big Week
Bridal Sets. Men's Rings. Cocktail Rings. All Diamond Jewelry.
1-fore the opportunity of p Hewn, for you to save on fine diamonds We hove to make room for new ,nvenlory so our
goes the old of fontostIcly low prices You've got to see it to believe It so come in and make your choice now St.7 now for
Mothers Do . Graduation, Father's Day and all future gift occasions
Ladies P usters
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MOVE UP TO CASE—
It costs LESS than you thinkf
It you rnOw Si acre or more, you
need a mai tractor that can mow
34 to 48 inches wide — sail
through long grass without even
Slowing down Easy, one-lever,
Cushion-Control hydraulic drive.
Matched attachments for every
season. Make yard work fun again,
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Open Till 9:30 Fri. Rite -
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Legislators Favor Annual, Higher Salary
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
sample of five legislators have
agreed they should be paid
more and on an armed salary
basis but their estimates of an
adequate salary range from
$7,500 to $15,000 a year.
Total compensation for
Kentucky's legislators now is
approximately 66,000 a year.
The Wild Raspberry
Did you know that with SHUTTER BUG PHOTO







3'5'o 5"or smaller photos
Packed 12 per full color Counter
Display Carton
Create lasting, decorative mementos with your favorite
photos
Spring Open House Mar. 28-29
They get $25 in salary and $25
for expenses for each day of a
legislative session, $400-a-
month expense allowance
between sessions and $25 a day
plus actual expenses for at-
tending interim committee
meetings.
The five were interviewed
Wednesday by a citizens ad-
visory committee on legislative
compensations; four others who
LOSE WEIGHT
F AST
New clinical tests completed at a
major university hospital proLue that the
ODRINEX Plan will help you lrise
excess weight quickly
ODRINEX contains an amazing
hunger tamer that suppresses the
appetite. Enjoy three good meals a day
as the tiny ODRINEX tablet auto•
matically helps you eat less without
being hungry. With fewer calories, your
weight goes down Safe taken as
directed will not make you nervous
Look better, feel better as you start
slimming down today with ODRINEX
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back
were invited did not show up.
The committee was created by
the Legislative Research
Commission and its members
appointed by Gov. Julian
Carroll when he was lieutenant
governor and LRC chairman.
Interviewed Wednesday were
state Sens. Tom Garrett, 1)-
Paducah, Gus Sheehan, D-
Covington, and Joe Graves, R-
Lexington, and Reps. Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, and
Glenn White, 1)-Winchester.
The same questions are to be
mailed to all state legislators
for their responses before the
committee prepares a report
and recommendation. Com-
mittee Chairman John Clarice of
Louisville said that might be
done by the end of April.
Richardson, whose
suggestion for an adequate
legislative salary was lowest at
$7,500, said: "We ought to pay a
certain amount of money and
expect a certain amount from
him. We have to have adequate
compensation for legislators.
"But it isn't a full time job
and ought not to be a money-
making proposition," he said,
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
NoW Pras A Local Number-
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora









IF NERE5 AN EARS/QUAKE
AND THE OTHER TEAM 15,
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THE MONSTER DRAGGED US
THROUGH THE WATER , KEEPS
US HERE,. BRINGS US FOOD..




HAS AN INCOME. OF







THE GIRL YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR,./if PROBABLY DRAGGED
HER UNDER THE WATER,
TOO.
adding. He ought at least lobe
able to break even, to be
compensated 
his 
peiins binssteus foerhis time away
He acknowledged his position
riught be different from others
on that point because he was a
lawyer. Richardson said he
would be "very much opposed"
to legislators raising their
salaries during their own terms.
The five legislators estimated
_they spend approximately 60
hours a week on legislative
matters during sessions and
eight to 36 hours a week bet-
ween sessions.
- Their estimates of how much
time away from their business
it cost them over a two-year
period to be a legislator ranged
from 10 to 26 hours a week.
Everyone except Graves said
they felt that $400 monthly
expense allowance between
sessions covered their actual
expenses. Graves said it cost
him $1,000 more a year in ex-
penses than he received.
Richardson said the $400
between-session allowance
helped make up for losses he
incurred during session.
Richardson estimated he
made-an average of "a couple
hundred dollars a month" over
a two-year term from
legislative pay after taking
away his expenses.
All agreed they lost money
from their regular jobs or
businesses by being legislators.
The estimates ranged from
$10,000 to $25,000 a year while
Richardson said he could not
speculate how many potential
clients he lost when his office
was closed an average of two
days a week for legislative
duties.
All except Richardson said
they felt the legislative
leadership-house speaker and
senate president pro tem,
majority and minority leaders,
party caucus chairmen and
whips - should be paid more
than other legislators. All said













CHARM BEAUTY Shop. Call
To Participate 753-3582 for appointment. $5.00 REWARD for return oflady's eyeglasses, lost in Big
Seminar 




GERALD'S BACK! He has all
kinds of greeting cards. He
makes dog houses, bird
houses, etc. Call 753-1712.
WATKINS PRODUCTS-
Specials just for you! Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland. 753-
8284.
TV GUIDE-Delivered by mail
to your home weekly. $6.75 per
year-a saving of 50 per cent
from newstand price. Send




All display ads, classified
'splay. -sine! - -regul
,display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
3 Ord Of Thanks




Studio will close at 1 p.m. on
March 24, 25, and 26.
HELP IS in reach. Dial NEED
753-6333, NEEDLINE.
WE WISH to express our thanks
and appreciation to our friends
and neighbors this past week
during the death of our loved
one, Doris Farris Key. For the
flowers, visits, food, and
especially your prayers.
To Bro. Johnson Easley, and
Bro. Virgil Blankenship for
their comforting words and
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home for all the kindness.
God bless you all.
The family of Doris Lee
I Farris) Key
THE FAMILY of the late Mrs.
Ann C. Hodges, formerly of 205
Spruce Street, Murray,
Kentucky, and 413 Linden
Blvd., Brooklyn, N. Y., ex-
tends special thanks to Bro.
Bobby Witherington for the
prayers arid comforting words
that helped to sustain us.
Special thanks tirthe 14..st
Side Church of Christ far the
beautiful singing. We thank all
the relatives and friends for
the the food, flowers, cards, r
and telegrams.
Special thanks to the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home,
funeral director ( Mr. Kenny
Imes), for all the courtesies
extended to us. also for the
excellent services rendered by




5. Lost And Found
Dr. Hughie Lawson, associate
professor of history at Murray
State University, has been
selected to participate in an
eight-week summer history
seminar at Princeton
University June 16-Aug. 10.
He will receive a $2,000
stipend for expenses during the
seminar for college teachers,
which is entitled "Pei spectives
on Religion in American
History." The National En-
dowment for the Humanities is
sponsoring the program.
Dr. John F. Wilson of the
Departmern of Religion at
Princeton will be the summer
seminar director.
Lawson, who joined the
faculty in 1969, said the purpose
Dr. Hughie Lawson
of the program is to provide
teachers an opportunity to work
with distinguished scholars in
distinguished institutions.
Besides studying the seminar
topic, each participant will also
have an individual topic.
Lawson will be pursuing the
study of the impact of the
Higher Criticism the more
modernistic methods of in-
terpreting scriptures) on
American religion.
I.awson, who has been
teaching a class entitled "The
History of Religion in
America," said his "main in-
ierest is in having an op-
portunity for thorough study in
a field I've been teaching to
strengthen my background."
His wife and young daughter
and son will accompany him to
the New Jersey campus for the
,seminar.
A Georgia native, Lawson
grew up in Swainsboro. He
earned the B, A. degree at
Emory University and the M A.

















































SieIground includes ex- regard
perience at the high school
level.
LOST: ENGLISH springer
Spaniel, brown and white,
answers to'name Jason. Call
753-2632. Reward 25.00.
LOST: BLACK and tan Coon
Dog, male, answers to
"Smoky". Name, address, and
. phone no. on collar $25
reward. 753-8090.
SONIC
"Food Service With The Speed Of Sound Is
Coming To Murray"
One of the fastest growing drive-in
chains in America
•*ASSISTANT MANAGER needed for Sonic of Murray"
Full-time employment with opportunity for ad-
vancement. No food service experience necessary
Opening date, approximately May. 1.
Applicant may be male or female, must be in good
health, and enjoy working with people. Leadership
ability is important. Only applicants with stable work
record need apply.
Mail resume±include picture, marital status,
education, and work background -t-to Bob Amos, P.O
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Eht aoilege
214 No. 15th St Maine I53-3242
(Next to Wallace Book Store)
Community Center, 343
Friedman Avenue, Paducah,
6. Help Wanted 12. Insurance
WANTED - MIDDLE age 
woman to head community
center. Room and board, plus if
salary. Please submit resume




ASCP or AMP registered.
Apply at Personnel Office,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. An equal opportunity
employer.
CARPENTER WANTED-
Good rough finished car-
penter. Call 753-9807.
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 753-
5550.
9. Situations Wanted
HIRE THE vet at 609 Olive, the
best bet.
CARPENTER NEEDS work=.
interior, exterior, or painting.




and builders, all equipment
and stock. Located in-
Arkansas college city. Sales




BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem.





The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.
Ronnie Ross
2 10 E Mom
Phone 753-0489
14. Want To Buy
3 H. P. electric motor, single
phase. Phone 753-8848.
.22- CAL. hand gun with 6"
barrel, swing out cylinder,
Colt or Smith & Weston. Very
reasonable in good working
order. Capt. D. H. Jacobson,
Route 1, Box 229A, Puryear,
Tennessee 38231 or Box 19,
Hazel, Ky.




Look...and feel. ..your Easter Sun- I
day best. Come choose what really
suits you from our great Spring P.
collections. Newest looks, latest 1










3 Bedroom, 1'2 baths, carpeted throughout. Located
Kingswood Subdivision, corner Ford Road and Camelot.
$28,500. Call 753-6472 or 753-9850.
essiseesteseeseeeeee.nersesteeeeeee#40,p,p4NreiterreertusreesossieeettuserseeeemeseuteeerseetererreeertiesetesseetreeleesresseetreeteeeeeireseireisisteNitiesetriseetestr
14. Want To Buy
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper_ By or sell.
Five silver dollar, $25.
t Buying gold coins, un-
circulated. $1-pay $95. $2.50-
pay $50. to $75. S5-pay $80. $10-
pay $110. $20-pay $200. Paul F.
FalVre, 7534232.
15. Articles For Sale
SMALL BOY'S clothing, size 6-
50 cents each. Little girl's size
6, like new, $1 each. 753-1733.
THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue










USED STOVE and refrigerator.
$50 for both. 753-1689 in late
evenings.
USED STOVE, refrigerator,
and washer. Call 753-1650.
SIX MONTH old Tappan con-
tinuous cleaning stove, har-




All Green Merchandise *..?
Sole ends Sat March 1,..k
22





THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to 680. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &




Sat. March 22 - 10 a. m.
At the late Porter Lassiter home, 8 miles south-
west of Murray, 1/2 mile north of Taylor's Store,
21/2 miles south of Harris Grove
This is an extra nice sale of farm equipment, furniture, ap-
pliances and antiques. Extra nice 135 Massey-Furgerson
tractor. only 1200 hours multipower 3 spring trip plows, ad-
justable 12" to 14". 2 row cultivator, like new. John Deere
drill with spray attachment. Rotary hoe, roatary mower,
tractor post hole digger, 20 foot grain elevator, boom pole,
rubber tire wagon, other tractor tools.
Extra sharp 1967 Ford pick-up, long wide bed, 6 cylinder, 3
speed, 30,000 actual miles. Riding lawn mower, lots of shop,
hand and garden tools, tobacco scaffolds, sawed oak posts,
good steele tired road wagon, lots of mule gear and tools of all
kinds.
FURNITURE: Nice electric stove, refrigerator, large
chest type home freezer, new fuel oil heater, living room
suite, dinette suite, odd chairs, tables, picture frames, por-
table T. V., small appliances. Lots of dishes, glass, cooking
utensils, quilts and linens.
NICE ANTIQUE ITEMS: 3 bedroom suites, 1 poster, 2 Jen-
ny lind, old trunk, primative chest of drawers, blanket chest,
pie safe, oak ice box, rockers, treadle sewing machine, hall
hat. rack, high back beds and dressers, kerosene and aladdin
lamps, old jars Ind jugs, laundry stove, old tea kettle, lots
more extra good items.
FOR INFORMATION CALI.
Chester-Miller Auction Service
4354128 or 435-4144 - Auctioneers
Paul A7tvsanitsn, Artrrist---436-4643-
641 FORD TRACTOR, 1959, and
equipment. Call 489-2206.
A FARMALL tractor, plow,
disc, cultivator, mowing
machine. Call 489-2255 after
4:30 p.m.
FERGUSON 20 tractor, ex-
cellent condition, no equip-
ment. $1100. Call 753-2958 or
753-6633.
FOUR ROW or six row in-
ternational planter. Call 492-
8339.
100 lb. FRONT end tractor
weight. 250 gal. oil tank. Call
753-2521.
301 FORD TRACTOR. Also lard
for sale. Phone 492-3360.
3 H.P. garden tiller, good shape
Call 492-8535
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,




33 feet, 1968, 6,2 KW gen.,
marine air and heat, well
equipped. $8.250. 753-3949.
ONE 410 double barrel shotgun,
12 guage pump, 22 cal.
automatic with scope. 489-
2615.
STEEL PONTOON boat
with steel railings, aluminum
fencing, adjustable motor
mounting. Also pontoon trailer
with bricks. 436-2494.
BOAT TRAILER for 12 ft. boat
Call 436-5583.
22. Musical
LIMITED OPENINGS for piano
and organ lessons. J & B
Music, 753-7575.
OLD PUMP organs, player
pianos, Sxiiss music boxes,
most any old instruments. Will
buy or trade-in on new
Baldwin Pianos or organs.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee, 642-0971.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore,
Murray, Kentucky.
WIJRUTZER ORGAN-Two
full key beards, percussion
sectron, 12 voice controls,
built-in cassette player, much
more. 753-2637 between 6:30-
9:00 p.m.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
two bedroom duplex apart-
ment at 1300 Peggy Ann Drive.
Call 4924225,
NICE FURNISHED apartment.
Available for weekly or
monthly rental. May be seen
at Kelley's Pest Control, 100
South lath Street.
RETIRED COUPLES
Where one is 62 or over If your
net worth is less than $5Y000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murroy Manor,
Central air conditioning and heat.





Get The Top Hits





PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.





organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, tennessee. Also the
Antiguelda1l-4y1/81.5.xcanaore
Murray, Kentucky.




etc. Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, compost, at
Old Murray Sawmill, 753-4147.
FENCE SALE-Sears pre-
season fence sale. Sale price
extended through March 25.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-2310 for
free estimate.
SEARS BEST 8-way bicycle
exerciser, like new. $50 sells
new for $89t 751-8117.
EAST SIDE Small Engines.
Garden tiller sale. 341 H.P.,
$189.95. 6 H.P., $221.95. These
are clod buster tillers.
125 YEAR OLD round top
wooden trunk with steel bands
and trimmings, in very good
condition. $50 or best offer.
901-247-3300.
COUNTRY HAMS for sale. Call
498-8789.
BEAUTIFUL HANDMADE
quilt, Wild Rose pattern. Call
753-0845 after 3 p. m.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet, clean with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
INDOOR GYM set including
two sets bar bells. Less than
year old. Bargain! 436-5690.
27. Mobile Home Sales
10 X 42 FURNISHED mobile
home, $2000. Call 753-37(5 or
928-2401, Sinithland.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
home, all electric, water and
garbage pickup furnished, $50
deposit, $125 monthly 753 2377
31. Want To Rent
THREE BEDROOM furnished
house. Need by March 27 Call
7534474.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY, MANOR-all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.




carpet, disposal, range, dish-
- washer, washer-dryer hookup,






apartment, one door from
college campus. No pets, no
children. Couple preferred.
Deposit in advance. 753-3264,
1504 Chestnut.




32. Apartments For Rent
LADIES' WESTERN saddle
and gear. Call 753-2467 after 4
p.m.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
redecorated, electric heat,
city water, four miles east on
94. To right couple. No pets.
Call 753-9409.
38. Pets - Supplies
TOY POODLE, white male,
nine months old, bought at Pet
World. Call 753-7150.
FEMALE SIAMESE kitten, 620.
Call 489-2683 after 5 p.m.
EXCEPTIONALLY
BEAUTIFUL ARC registered
Irish Setter puppies. Great gift
for children $65 Call 435-4589
after 5 p.m.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
43. Real Estate
THREE ACRES located just
500' north of Chandler Park at
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
TVA lake front. Good building
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone at property. Low
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. (502!753-0101 or
753-7531.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
111=111111
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
44. Lots For Sale
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655
45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER-Farm, 79 acres
more or less. Two miles
northeast of Alma Heights on
Perry Road. Six room house
with 1,2 bath. Three acres
fenced for hogs, two hog
houses, fair stock barn. 12
acres in woods, 13 acres
cultivated last year,
remainder fenced for cattle.
Pond and spring water for
stock. Fruit trees and 14
walnut trees. 753-4710 after
6:30 p.m.
Dry Wall Hanging & Finishing
*Sprayed Ceilings *Textured Ceilings
Bo Roberts - 753-35112 Years Experrence
Auction
Sat., March 22, 10 A. M.
Rein or Shims .5 5%.
01110101111111 FARM
7 Miles Korth of Merrey, 1 Mk West
of Darter sie Hickory Greve Reed
Will sell 2-165 Massey Ferguson tractors, 1 with 350 hours
and the other a 1967 model with new clutch, tires and brakes
- 2 row Ford cultivator - like new 4 row spring type
cultivator - like new corn conveyor, 28 to 30 foot long and 18
inches wide - 660 Case combine with robot on it - bush hog,
extra good - 3 rubber tired wagons - 2 high beam 12" and
14" plows, 1 spring type and 1 shear type-like new Ford post
hole digger - small New Holland hay baler and rake -
silage cutter - 1 row Ford corn picker in good shape - 1960
Dodge ton truck, 12 foot bed with new tires and motor -2
wheel trailer - 2 hog feeders - all kinds of hand tools -4
year old Palimino saddle mare - saddle - bridle.
All this equipment has been taken care of and is in good
shape. If you need any equipment of this kind, this is the sale







FOR SALE OR LEASE - A good solid, 3 bedroom brick home
on a 128' x256' landscaped lot in Fairview Acres Subdivision.
House has a living room, kitchen-family room, large ceramic
bath, utility room, patio, carport, attic storage and lots of
closets. Assumable 7 per cent GI Loan, if desired.
60' x 75' COMMERCIAL BUILDING, located within one
block of the Court Square in Murray. Has a large capacity
gas forced air furnace, new plumbing, new wiring, 2 elec-
tronically operated overhead doors, off-street parking
facilities. Suitable for use as a garage, office, light manufac-
turing facility.
A r1KACTIVE 2-BEDROOM BRICK AND STONE HOME at
1519 Johnson Boulevard. Has an extra large kitchen with
built-in range and oven, disposal and refrigerator, family
room-dining room combination, utility room, large ceramic
bath, one car garage, well landscaped comer lot.
NEWLY RE-DECORATED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME at
1409 Vine Street. Situated close to the University and
Elementary Schools, this borne has a living room, kitchen-
dining area, bath, utility room, carport, good garden space.
INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY AT 710 Poplar Street.
Consists of 4 separate apartments in two buildings. Presently
bringing in approximately 15 per cent return on the listed
price. Three of the four apartments have been newly
redecorated.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1500 Johnson
,Boulevard. Has a living room, large ceramic bath, spacious
kitchen-familV room combination, utility room, carport,
large lot.
OLDER 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME, with aluminum
siding, located just east of Steele-Allbritten Plumbing Shop
on Maple Street. Has been well maintained and is in
remarkable condition. Good location for elderly people
desiring to live near downtown Murray. Must see to ap-
preciate.
JUST RE-DECORATED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1620
Catalina. Has a living room, large kitchen, utility room, Ps
ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
carport, 90' wide lot.
ABOVE AVERAGE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 2210
Gatesborough Circle. Has a living room, family room with
fireplace, Sun Room with Jalousie windows, private patio,
large kitchen with dishwasher, disposal, dining area, 2 full
ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
draperies, attic storage, 2-car garage, large lot.
3-ROOM LAKE COTTAGE near TVA boat launching
facilities. Located on Boatwright Road, approximately 13
miles East of Murray, just off Ky. 732. Consists of a screened-
in back porch, kitchen-dining area, living room, bedroom and
bath, separate (like new) concrete block boat storage house.
Priced reduced to $5,300.
10' x 40' FURNISHED MOBILE HOME, situated on a 200'
deep wooded lot in Keniana Subdivision. Full price only
$4,500.
YilM1114,4•11111.1
PRE-FAB OFFICE AND SHOP BUILDING located at
Wiswell, adjacent to Westside ElementarySchool, on a 2 acre
tract. Many o initanding features.
BRAND NEW 3-Bedroom brick home on a ?,4 acre lot, in Fair-
view Acres Subdivision. Has Pt ceramic baths, one car
garage, central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, built-in
range, oven and hood, sliding glass doors to the patio. Priced
at $29,500.
ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME on 1L'4 acres,
on Hwy. 121, 3 miles Southeast of Murray. Has wall to wall
carpeting, central air conditioning, 2 full baths, one car
garage, kitchen with built-ins, private water supply or city
water. You must see this one to appreciate it.
SEMI-FINISHED METAL BUILDING, located on a com-
mercially zoned lot directly behind Jerry's Restaurant on
Story Avenue. Owner's ill health has forced him to cancel his
original plans and place the property on the market. Has ap-
proximately 1,464 s.f. under roof. Excellent location for an of-
fice building or a small retail shop.
53 ACRE FARM with 49 tendable acres. Located on Hum-
phreys Road approximately 10 miles Southwest of Murray.
Has a liveable 2-bedroom frame home, tobacco barn and
stock barn, some fences.
55 ACRES, all wooded. Located 10 miles South of Murray, in
Henry County, Tn. Lowest price per acre of any of our
listings.
80 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located 2 miles South of Oak
Grove Church, in Henry County, 'Tn. Has good building sites
on the blacktop frontage, good perimeter and cross-fencing,
stock water, 30 acres tendable.
127 ACRE ROW-CROP FARM located at the intersection of
Coles Campground and North 16th Street Extended. Has 75-
80 acres tendable, 2-bedroom frame house. Excellent
producing farmland, lots of blacktop frontage and gravel
road frontage.
141 12 ACRE FARM located 3 miles Southwest of Crossland,
just South of State Line Road. Has approximately 100 acres
cleared, of which 85 acres are sowed down, 2 old house
places, tobacco barns, stock ponds and year around creek.
(Excellent financing can be arranged.
85 ACRE FARM with lots of blacktop frontage on Ky. 2.60
I formerly Ky. 614 ) 10 miles Southeast of Murray. Has many
good building sites, 45 acres tendable, dug well, 4-stall stock
barn.
330 ACRE FARM located within 4 miles of Kentucky Lake.
Has 60-70 acres tendable. liveable 2-bedroom frame house,
tobacco barn, machinery shed, etc. Excellent retirement
property.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM located 13 miles Southeast of
Murray. Has 125-135 acres of fertile Blood River Bottomland.
310 acres under fence, lots of county road frontage.
To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets
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46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
newly redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on acre lot.
One car garage. Two miles




3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coldwater, living room,
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath,
completely carpeted, air con-
ditioned, electric heat, laun-
dry, carport.
Call 753-0550 or 489-2116 al-
tar 6:00 p.m. - ask for Jerry.
46. Homes For Sale
NICE TWO bedroom house at
1416 Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple 753-
9761.
for UN In Omen
Lek ef ront Nome
Beautiful Panorama view
off Ky. Lake located at
mouth of Blood River with
160' of lake frontage. This
home is nestled on a
restricted lot, almost 2
acres large covered with
mature trees. For the home
of your dreams in the Cen-
ter Ridge Area Cal 7534868
8 te S days, 753414S • 6 to 10
eight Price in Mid 20's.
Thlt"W THREE bedroom-b7-
full bath, dining room, 2
fireplaces, 20 x 22 family
room. Transferable loan, low 
idown payment. Located n
Gatesborough. Call 753-7850
for appointment.
NEW  _POI 1SP Jar _sale. _in.___
Gatesborough. 1'2 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling, balcony,
central vac and intercom. Call
M3-9208.




















1 Mile Iasi oft 94 it Old Murray Sawmill
153-4147
+eir
46 Homes For Sale
FRAME HOUSE and fire acres
land. West of Midway. Call
492-8729 after 5 p.m.
CLOSE TO Uncle Jeffs, Big K,
Storey's, and banking
facilities without crossing
South 12th. Central heat, air,
three bedrooms, 142 bath.
Priced to move. Call 753-3263,
Wilson Real Estate, 202 South
4th Street.
Al today s acne. tins should he in
"Ripley's" 3 bedroom frame
with leanly room and fireplace
29 acres fenced for stock Only
$27,500
Settled ORK109 nice homes in. quiet
neignisorlooll we hare found a pro
tical Moo lodroony tyro Watt brick
close to Murray Itels....29•1•41 living
area plus I wool Ilona room and
ample storage
If son wont room to realty lio, lore
is a Wine on a large comitry let.
This beinitifel kerne has three
isedroonis, two baths mid ion
be herein,/ priced in tee ham 20'a. _
Wilson Real Estate--
Phone 753-3263
GOOD FRAME four bedroom
home with basement located
at 510 North 3rd Street, im-
mediate occupancy and the
unbelievable low price of only
$8800.. Call us now to view.
Moffitt Realty, 304 Main, 753-
3597.
OWNER FINANCING
available on this excellent five
room home with basement at
New Concord, a great
retirement home or for the
couple just starting out. Only
$9500. and easy, easy, terms.
Don't throw away your money
on rent, call us now. Moffitt
Realty, 753-3597.
FOR SALE or trade-three new
homes in Murray. One
lakefront cottage. Call 753-
3672.
47. Motorcycles
HONDA XR 75, excellent
condition. Call 753-7488.
NEW TRIUMPH Trident, never
been ridden, king-queen seat,
Highway bar, $2300. Call 901-
232-8214.
ilittliON IDLE
SATURDAY MARCH 29 1975 10 A.M.
LOCATION: 4 miles east of Murray, Kentucky on the Van Cleave Road. From Murray go out Highway
94 East and watch for auction signs.
FARM MACHINERY - HAY &
SILAGE EQUIPMENT-TRUCKS
TRACTORS: 1967 4020 John Deere, 1966
model 1950 Oliver 110 HP. 460 International gas
burner with TA and 2 pt. lift. 460 International gas
burner, Super H Farmall
COMBINES: 1970 403 International
hydrostatic drive with 14 It. bean header; 510
Massey Ferguson with 14 ft. bean header, air con-
ditioned; 422 Massey Ferguson 4 row corn header.
TRUCKS: 1973 Chevrolet short wheel base
pickup, 350 automatic, power and air; 1970 2 ton
Ford 600 with 911. gravel dump bed; 1966 Dodge
2 ton with hoist and 14 ft. metal grain bed; 1958
Chevrolet Pi ton with hoist and grain sides: In-
ternational 2 ton (not running at this time).
HAY I& SILAGE EQUIPMENT: like new, Hesston Hay Stacker and Maer, 477 New Holland hay
bine; 10 ft. New Holland Hay flake,Papec silage cutter with 210w and windrow 
attachments; 4 silage
wagons; silo pipe: old gehl 72 chopper for parts.
FIELD EQUIPMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS: 4 row no-till Allts Chalmer planter; 7 Allis
Chalmer planting units; 18 ft. Krause wheel disc; 18 ft. 
International wheel disc; rotary hoe; 10 ft.
Cultipacker; 7 ft. sickle mower; old front end loader; manure spreader: 
2 protein meters; 2 - 18.404
tractor tires; 214 inch International plows: 5-14 
Massey Ferguson plow and other miscellaneous
tents.
TERMS: cash
OWNERS: be Pat & Max Hughes also Banner Herd Inc
6. Or. Shelton [1]
A
Real Estate & Auction Co.
730 Paris Road Phyfield, nfikk
-*TT WA-514'T TOO LONG AGO EvERYONE WA5
CLAMORING ABOUT WORKING 'THE FOUR-
DAY WEEK."
48. Automotive Service
NEW 12 Volt auto battery. Coat
$39.95. Will sell for $32.75. Used -
8 hours. Too small for van use
In perfect condition. 901-247-
3300.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
TRUCK BEDS. Grain 'trucks.
460 IH tractor. 1965 GMC with
roll back bed and winch. 1973
9. Used Cars & Trucks
51. Services Offered 51. Services Offered
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,




Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner ( 502i 492-8837.
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO.-
Siding, carports, awnings,
patio covers, Will Ed Bailey,
492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.
CONTACT' SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m or after 5 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will
do typing at home Call 753-
3383
WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable rates.






shop old ice plant ) Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,




will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
51. Services Offered
THORNTON TILE and Marble,
612 South 9th Street has 55
gallon drums for sale
Professional Carpet Cleaning




SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p.m.
FREE: TWO female and ont
male lovable puppies, two
months old. Call 753-8155.
SEVEN FLUFFY dogs-parr
Spitz Good pets for children.
Call 436-2491.
as, VW, rebuilt motor, 91,000. DRY WALL construction and
• Call 753-7838. finishing. Free estimates. Cal]
James Cole, 1-901-593-5234. Big
Sandy, Tennessee.1964 INTERNATIONAL
Travelall. Four wheel drive.
Good condition. 9400. 753-0703
after 4 p.m.
wri DUSTER, air, automatic,
six cylinder. 753-0632.
GMC pickup. 1960 Chevrolet 1972
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix SS.
May see at Ashland Station in
Coldwater. Phone 489-2299 or
247-3895.
1969 FORD COUNTRY Squire
Wagon. 32,000 actual miles,
four Michelin radial tires, like
new condition. $1500. Also 15'
Fiberglass Runabout boat,
walk through windshield,
convertible top, 60 H. P.
Johnson outboard, aqua blue
with white top, 91800. Call 753-
7320 after 5 p. m.




073 CHEVROLET Impalla, two
door custom coupe. Call 753-
0440.
1972 DATSUN pickup 1600
Factory Air. Topper. $1850
Call 753-8133.
1967 OPEL SPORTS Coupe,
. good condition. Call 753-0428.
1974 FORD TRUCK, eight
cylinder, automatic tran-
smission, like new, 4,000 miles.
753-8014. GUTTERING - SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
1969 PONTIAC, 350 motor and with baked on white or colored
transmission. Call 474-2342 enamel. Call Larry Lyles at
after 5 p.m. 753-2310 for free estimate.
CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39,000 miles,
$2500 00. Call 436-2584.
1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP.
Sharp' Call 436-5366
1974 VEGA, one owner, air-
conditioned, radial tires, good
condition Must sell. $2700. 753-
2211.
1968 CHEVROLET Van, good
condition, equiped for cam-
ping V-8 automatic. Call 489-
2264 after 5:30 p.m.
50. Campers




man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, It




GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-





WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869,
SHIR-CAR WELDING: Small
but efficient fabrication or
repair. Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free





Storage sheds up to 12 x 30,
lake cabins 34 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways. South








Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1482-
2468, Farmington...___,
LICENSED ELEC2RICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
Job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
Farm Auction
Friday March 21, 1975
10:00 a.m. - Rain or Shine!
Complete Liquidation of All Farm Equipment
Owned by Bennett Phillips. Mayfield, Ky.
All of Mr. Phillips' equipment has been sheltered, well maintained and serviced.
4020 John Deere Diesel, wide front, front and rear weights, power shift, 18.4-34 rubber,
Serial No. 166800R Extra Sharp; 3020 John Deere Diesel, wide front, front and rear weights,
Serial No. 100610R Clean; 95 John Deere Combine, 13' header, cab, header control,
hydraulic reel lift, variable speed reel, hydrostat transmission. Serial No. 46458 Extra
Sharp; 95 John Deere Combine, 14' header, cab, pickup reel, header control, Serial No. 5-
25945 Clean; 1972 Chevy 2-ton truck, 14' Midwest Grain Bed, hoist, power steering,
automatic transmission 10,600 miles, Extra Nice; 1966 Ford C-1000 Super Duty Truck Trac-
tor, 10.00-20 tires, 5 & 2 transmission; 38' Tandem Axle Grain Trailer; 1961 Chevy 80 Series
Truck Tractor; 36' Tandem Azle Grain Trailer; 1954 GMC 2-ton Grain Truck, 900 x20 tires.
1010 John Deere Diesel Crawler Loader (has been completely reworked at John 1)eeri,
Store), Serial No. 6791; 5-16" John Deere F125 3 point Breaking Plows; 4-16" John Deere
F125 3 point Breaking Plows; 13' AW John Deere Wheel Disk; 3 point 11-tooth Chisel Plow.
10' No. 370 International Wheel Disk; 6-row RG No. 630 John Deere Spring Tooth Cultivator;
4-row RG 4 John Deere Spring Tooth Cultivator; 12' John Deere Cultirnulcher; 13'
Cultimulcher, like new, wheels on inside, been over 50 acres; 492-A John Deere 4-row Plan-
ter with fertilizer attachment; 4-row John Deere Rotary Hoe, 3 pt.; 20 Hole John Deere
Grain Drill; No. 50 John Deere Mower, 7' bar, 3 pt.; 5-yard dirt pad, nice; 6' John Deere
Heavy Duty Rotary Cutter, 3 pt.; 14T John Deere Baler, string tie; Hydraulic Lift Pole, 3
Pt.; 300 bushel M & W 4-wheel Grain Cart; 4 John Deere Hydraulic Cylinders; Weather
Breaker for 4020 John 1)eere, like new; 1958 Chevy Pickup, 24-ton; 3-14" AC Breaking
Plows; 2-row Cultivet,r; International Post Hole Digger; 6-row International Planter; 5'
NIF Rotary Cutter; 1970 International 2-ton Truck, grain bed, twin hoist, 2-speed axle, 11,000
miles; 13' BWF John Deere Wheel Disk; 5-14" John Deere semi-mount, Breaking Plows: 15'
Chain Harrow; 10' Harrow; 5-16" John Deere Breaking Plows, 3 point; Farm Wagon; A('
Mower; AC Wheel Disk; Drag Disk; 2-row AC Planter; 4-14" AC Breaking Plows.
Much Mare AlliSC•11•11110,11 Egeipisseet All equipment will be saki to billiest Bidder.
Terms. Cash Day of Sale Lunch Available
location: City limit edge of Mayfield on Ofighway 121 East.
Sole Conducted By
Larry Clark & H. G. McGary
Phone 24 7 3357 Mayfield, Kentucky Phone 247-7165
VOKNOOMMIK VW< *15110111111/01611/4 WON
We Have Homes with Fireplaces!
Listed below are just a few of them'
Need a large dining roam? Like the Master bedroom
isolated? How about staying dry in your car-let your electric
garage door clothe work. You want a fireplace to cheer up old
dad? Mom likes Gatesborough. We have it all for you for less
than $40,000. Hard to believe? We'll show you.
Owner has been transferred and you can have immediate oc-
cupancy. Fireplace is located in the large family type kit-
chen. Partially fenced back yard adds privacy to summer
cook outs on the patio. Features 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths,
carpeting, central heat and air.
You can e,wn this 3 bedroom brick home - carpeted,. with
fireplace for just 823,503. The large oak trees 'add an inviting
atmosphere to this place you can call your own.
Recently redecorated! This 3 bedroom brick home with
fireplace in living room has lots of Early American charm.
Price below building cost at $28,700.
Built for folks who think big and like nice things. Super size
kitchen with cooking island and oodles of cabinets, large .
fireplace is so inviting in the family room and wait until you
see the size of the bedrooms. Everything about this home is
big expect the price. Call for comfort.
On Holiday Drive we offer an elegant Spanish design home
where you step in the sunken living room onto deep shag car-
pet. The kitchen 'a dream of style, beauty and convenience,
a cheery fire is usually burning in the fireplace. Once you
have seen it, you will want to make this home your own.
The perfect home for comfortable, economical living.
Students will line up at your door begging to rent some of
your 5 bedrooms. Always a waiting list of renters. Your quar-
ters are extremely comfortable with cheery fireplace, for-
mal dining and even a sun porch. Owner is leaving town and
needs to sell. Priced at $27,000.
"Love at first sight" is what you will feel when you walk into
this neat 2 bedroom home located about 5 miles south of
Murray ins wooded area. The dining kitchen is especially in-
viting. Just a little over a year old and priced for only $18,000.
Down Hardin way is a 3.bedroom brick home with fireplace
in den. All city conveniences. Including dining room and
built-in kitchen will be yours for a "country living" price
How does $23,500 sound?
Small frame house on Irvin Cobb Road. Can be bought right
as owner wants to move into town.
Small brick and frame home in Pottertown with small price
of $12,500. If you need a 3 bedroom home you can't beat this
for the price.
Farms are hard to find. We offer 60 acres with a real good
brick home of $42,000. About 25 tendable acres, the rest in
timber Home is carpeted, has 4 bedrooms and features a
cozy fireplace in living room. Start your estate now!
17 acres just outside of town. Perfect for subdividing.
Charming little bungalow for $2L200. Home has 2 bedrooms
0 down and huge room upstairs. If you love older homes, you
should see this one.
0
/
An artist's dream home! A cozy. 3 m . bedroo place with
working basement and a large building out back for your
studio. Rent from the garage apartment on property helps
make your payments. Also has good garden spot with a little
0 herb garden in back. $25,500 will purchase the package.
0 Little ole house with 3 little apartments only good for renting,
yi repairing, paying for itself, and giving you a good tax break
q You will love the little house each April 15.
# Sink your refund money in duplexes. We have a big selection
0 at good prices. Build your little refund into something big.
0 How about your very own apartment house' Located close to
university, stays rented with good tenants. Call for details.
/ 23 Acres on highway near Kenlake. Excellent location forcampground, resort, subdivision. etc., 21/2 Commercially zoned acres just waiting for a warehouse,
0 car lot or any other business requinng room to breathe and0 grow.
g We have beautiful building sites in town and on the lake. A





Edna Knight - 753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks -753-1631
Don Tucker - 753-1930
753-4342
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Albert Wallace, father of Dr.
A. D. Wallace of Murray, died
Wednesday at ten p. m. at the
Shady Lawn Nursing Home,
Cadiz, where he had been a
patient for two weeks. He was 81
years of age
Mr. Wallace retired in 1973
after being in the grocery,
produce, and furniture business
at Cadiz for sixty years. He
attended Bowling Green
Business University and had
been a rural school teacher and
rural mail carrier.
The deceased had served as
deacon, treasurer, and Sunday
School teacher at the Cadiz
Baptist Church. He was a
member of Cadiz Lodge No. 121
F. & A. M. and a fifty year
member of Ophelia Chapter No.
Si Order of the Eastern Star. He
was married to the former Anna
Love Jones and she died in 1962.
In 1964 he married Mrs. Ruby
Stephens and she survives.
Mr Wallace is survived by his
wife: one son, Dr. A. D. Wallace
of Murray: one step son, Ray
Stephens of Daytona Beach,
Fla.; one brother, Furman




Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home. Cadiz, with Rev. Mar-
shall Mines and Rev. 0. D. Boyd
officiating. Burial will be in the
East End Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Aaron Wyatt
Sanderson of Murray Route
Three is being held today at two
p.m at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
Rev. Les Morgan officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Glenn Wyatt, Ed Champion,
Sammy Tate, Clyde Holifleld,
Morgan Mathis, and Kenneth
Glover. Burial will be in the
North Mt. Zion Cemetery,
Mr. Sanderson, age 48, died
Monday night. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Floria Sanderson,
mother, Mrs. Pauline San-
derson Mayfield, three sons,
William Glen, John Tyler, and
Steve Sanderson, one daughter,
Jennifer Ann Sanderson, one




At The Age Of 51
Robert Ross Craig of Hazel
Route Two died Wednesday at
12.30 p. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Term
He was 51 years of age and his
death followed an extended
Mr Craig had been in the
Farm Equipment business for
twenty years. Born November
7, 1923, in Calloway County, he
was the son of Mrs. Nina Craig
who survives and the late Hoyt
Craig.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Minnie Bowen Craig, and his
mother, Mrs. Nina Craig, of
Hazel Route Two; three
daughters, Mrs. Jim (Carolyn)
Collier of Hopkinsville, Miss Jill
Craig and Miss Pattie Craig of
Hazel Route Two.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at eleven a. m. at the
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church with Rev.
Archie Morrison officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Kenton Craig, L. J. Stub-
blefield, Harry Furches, Bruce
Wilson, Tommy Paschall, and
Glen Kelso. Honorary
pallbearers will be Herman K.
Ellis, Tom Scruggs, William
Adams, Roger Williams, Ralph
Carraway, V. C. Stubblefield,
Jim Hale, and Marvin Harris.
The body will be placed in the
receiving vault at the Murray
City Cemetery with burial to
follow later in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.













Whert the future is now
Mettociollian Life New York N
Mrs. Rosie E. Hendon, widow
of William H. Hendon of them
City Community, died Tuesday
at 7,10 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray.
She was 94 years of age and a
member of the Burnett's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Harry Burton of Tri City
and Mrs. James Nanny of Hazel
Park, Mich.: six sons, Russell
and Voris Hendon of Sheridan,
Ark., Charley and Jacob
Hendon of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ruble Hendon of Mayfield
Route Seven, and Irby Hendon
of Mayfield; one brother,
Charley Hicks of Michigan;
fourteen grandchildren;
twenty-seven great grand-
children; four great great
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at
Burnett's Chapel Church with
Rev. Harry Nall officiating.
Pallbearers are Fred Canter,
David Miller, Randall Miller,
Gary Miller, David Towery, and
Larry Arnold. Burial will be in
the church cemetery.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7a. m. 360.1,
up 0.8.
Below dam 338.0, down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 360.2,
up 0.7.
Below dam 347.0, down 0.6.
Sunset 707. Sunrise 7:01.
Moon sets Thursday 2:42 a.
m., rises 12.48 p. m.
Send the FTD













Touch of a ging-
ham bow and an
adorable Easter
Bunny. Call or
visit us today. We
deliver almost
anywhere.
• 844 8 11.088.7
011401.1 S
V& GARDEN CENTER
502 North Fourth Street
Phone 753-3251
Wade Enoch Dies At
Hospital; Rites To
Be Here On Sunday
Word has been received of the
death of Wade Enoch of
Laverne, Tenn., who died this
morning at three o'clock at the
Madison Hospital, Madison,
Tenn. He was 61 years of age.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Gibbs Enoch, Laverne,
Tenn.; two daughters, Mrs.
Betty Burden and Mrs. Carol
Schelton of Nashville, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Bobby Wilson of
Hermitage. Tenn.; two
brothers, Fred Enoch of Hazel
and Irvin Enoch of Warren,
Mich.; seven grandchildren.
The body is being returned to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray, where funeral
services will be held Sunday at
two p.m. with Bro. Roy Enoch
officiating. Burial will be in the
West Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after one p.m.
Friday.
Language Development fats were present to the Headstart program by Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of the Woodmen of the World. Shown, left to right, front row are Loretta lobs, Field
Representative WOW, Rodney Skinner, Teresa Kendall and Tommy Hughes, students, second
row, Cynthia Hart and Donna Garland, president and vice-president of TPL Lucille Arnold and
Genese Reid are director and teacher for Headstart.
City Officials Air Collective
STOCK MARKET*
0 it 0000 Bargaining Views Before Solons
i'Imr'e bytoday furnished to the Ledger 61
I 41 &Mal Co. areas follows
Prices of stock or local inters* al we,
EDT, today, furnished to the Leder &
Times by First of Michigan. Carp., el
Murray. are as follows,
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Kimberly Clark 31's -km
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 Associated Press Writer
Ashland Oil 16% -5. FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) —
A. T T .  19111 -1 ksva, .4. City officials had a chance to
Base Cascade 
Feed  a -ON tell legislators what they think
Gen Motors  tre about collective bargaining for
Geri Tlre 
Goodnch  +% public employes.
Gull Of1 All but one opposed such leg-
Pennwalt SlIks
Quaker Oats Ws islation at a public hearing
Singer 11% ill here Wednesday.
Tappan. anc
Western Union 11% Atm Some said they could live
Zenith 175. +1/4' with some form of "permissive
legislation, but others opposed
any type of state bargaining
statute for public employes.
The lone supporter of public
employe bargaining was Pewee
Valley Mayor John Frith Stew-
art, also an attorney for Public
Employes United for Labor Ac-
tion.
Stewart represented that
group at an earlier hearing this
year.
The hearings are being con-
ducted by a special legislative
committee appointed last No-
vember by then-Lt. Gov. Julian
Carroll to make an in depth
study of public collective bar-
gaining and to make recom-
mendations to the 1976 General
Assembly.
At the day-long hearing
It has been verified by the Wednesday, Lexington-Fayette
Murray Ledger & Times that County Mayor Foster Pettit,
the price of citizens' band radio also speaking on behalf of the
licenses has been reduced from Kentucky Municipal League,
$20 to $4 by the Federal Corn- told the committee that no col-
munications Commission. lective bargaining legislation is
A telephone call to Decessary.
Washington has verified that Saying he "subscribes corn-
the fee for citizens' band pletely to home rule," Pettit
licenses is now $4 for a full five-
year period.
The license fee change was Workshop• • .
effective March 1, 1975, and
resulted from a Supreme Court
ruling covering a wide range of
fee charges.
License applications are
usually obtained with the
purchase of a radio, or by
writing to the FCC. Stiff
penalties are provided for
operating a radio without a
license.
The license division of the
FCC is in Gettysburg, Penn.,
17325.
Shower Planned Monday
For Mr. & Mrs. Noel
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Doug Noel who lost their trailer
and contents by fire Wednesday
morning will be held Monday,
March 24, at eight p. m. at
Trenholm's Restaurant.
The employees of Trenholm's
where Mrs. Noel is employed




Federal Slate Market News Server March
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Africa ( AP(-.-.Chief Maqoma of
the Jingqi trine was installed
late in 1974 as the tribe's first
chief in 100 years.
Magorria says he will be the
. tribe's first leader since his
great-great-grandfather was be-
-nished in 1874 to Roliben Island
off Cape Town by the then rul-
ing British authorities
(Continued from Page 1
entire class to several of the
sessions and an area television
station's crew was at the scene
during most of the morning.
When asked when complaints
received the most attention at
the Frankfort office during a
normal working day, Carlson
hesitayed only a moment before
replying, "In order they are:
mail orders, mobile homes,
appliances, automobiles,
contracts, and credit prac-
tices."
The Frankfort office sponsors
a consumer series broadcast
over the Kentucky Educational
Television entitled "Consumer
Survival Kit," which consists of
26 individual episodes and
contains "many valuable tips to
the consumer," she said.
"Anyone who is interested in
the workshop for next year is
welcome to join the Consumer
Advocacy Committee," Klipsch
said, -and they should contact
me at the MSU Student
Government Association office
on campus for information."
She indicated persons in the
area were welcome on the staff
regardless of whether or not
they were students.
said that if the legislature de-
cides to adopt such legislation,
it should allow for local option
to guarantee self-determination




Pettit if he thought lack of
statewide legislation might fuel
hard feelings that are already
building up.
"I'm not sure legislation
would overcome them," Pettit
replied. "It has not been a pan-





Kentucky needs a governor who
understands urban problems,
says Jefferson County Judge
Todd Hollenbach, one of several
persons seeking the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination in
May 27 primary.
"The cities and counties of
Kentucky cannot afford a
governor who begs the federal
government for help,"
Hollenbach told a news con-
ference Wednesday. "Any
governor who is no more than a.
federal :regional administrator
cannot solve the problems of
Kentucky's urban areas."
He apparently was referring
to a meeting between President
Ford and several governors on
the Notre Dame University
campus earlier this week. In
that meeting, Gov. Julian
Carroll, who is seeking election
to a full term, requested federal
action in several fields.
Hollenbach cited his ex-
perience as an administrator
and said that "in order for
Kentucky to move into the last
quarter of the century, Ken-
tucky needs a governor who




LOS ANGELES AP) — Ca-
role King's TV debut — of her
voice and original score — on
the Feb. 19 animated special
"Maurice Sendak's Really
Rosie," wasn't the only TV de-
but in her family.
Louise Goff in, 14, and Sherry
Goffin, 12, her daughters, also
made their voice TV debuts.
They also sang background
vocals on her recent album,
"Wrap Around Joy."
Sendak, who writes children's
books, provided lyrics for Miss
King's tunes. They wrote three,
songs too many. Although there
wasn't time for the three songs
on the special, they're included
on the soundtrack album.
DID YOU KNOW
THAT GRASS CAN GROW
6 INCHES IN THE TIME




IF ITS GOT AN ENGINE—
WE SPECIALIZE IN ITS REPAIR
Our trained mechamrs 2001s
and genuine replacement parts to put
your equipment Into running gperatign.






ty fire fighters and policemen
have sought unsuccessfully to
negotiate contracts with the
city. Last summer the firemen
struck for several days to dra-
matize their demand for recog-
nition of a bargaining agent.
Ted Clark, a labor lawyer
who helped present the city's
position at the hearing, said if
the legislature approves public
employe bargaining legislation,
it should apply to all categories
of state and local employes,
with the exception of super-
visor)' personnel.
He also said any legislation
should prohibit strikes by pub-
lic employes, with differ-
entiation between essential and
nonessential services.
Clark also opposed com-
pulsory arbitration in the public
sector and said employes
should not be compelled to join
a bargaining unit, which he
said would constitute a closed
shop.
He also said that any legisla-
tion enacted should provide for
private negotiations unless both
parties agree to hold public ses-
sions.
MERCURY
L I NCOI N
Murray Civitans say "Thank
You" for supporting our An-
nual Pancake Day and to-
the following contributors
for materials or services

























a super name 'cause
it means "to chum around." Smart
young ladies love barefoot comfort
1 '11-. ' straps, leather uppers and
, in this sure fitter. Adjustable
..






G4.1 s 3', 3 44 8
Jumping-Jacks-
Most feet are born perfect. They should stay that way.




excitement is at the
sign of the cat!
1976 CAPRI I1
America's first 1976 car—a
3-Door sports coupe with
European craftsmanship




four-scleed manual t ransrnia.
siOn. steel-belted radials and
power front disc brake* .
all standard. Plus lull instru-
rnentition See how practi-
cal performance can be,
CAPRI IL The Sexy European
MERCURY BOBCAT RUNABOUT
This practical little .3-00or RunatiOul brine
you Mercury luxury in its smallest size
Carnes four adult passengers in comfort
while a four-cylinder overhead corn engine
looks after your pocketbook Five feet of
carpeted cargo floor with rear seal down,
MERCURY BOBCAT VILLAGER
A near little Mercury wagon with lull-length
simulated rosewood paneling, thick-plle
carpeting and handsoMely tailored bucket
Seals Convenience' Try the counter-bal-
anced litigate Handling' Come see for
yourself
BOBCATS, SMALL CARS YOU CAN
LIVE WITH ...FOR A LONG TIME!
See them now at the sign of the cat
Hatcher Auto It3,
Sales Inc. III
515 So. 12th Murra 753-4961
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